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Abstract
The recollement approach to the representation theory of sequences of al-
gebras is extended to pass basis information directly through the globalisation
functor. The method is hence adapted to treat sequences that are not neces-
sarily towers by inclusion, such as symplectic blob algebras (diagram algebra
quotients of the type-C˜ Hecke algebras).
By carefully reviewing the diagram algebra construction, we find a new set
of functors interrelating module categories of ordinary blob algebras (diagram
algebra quotients of the type-B Hecke algebras) at different values of the
algebra parameters. We show that these functors generalise to determine
the structure of symplectic blob algebras, and hence of certain two-boundary
Temperley-Lieb algebras arising in Statistical Mechanics.
We identify the diagram basis with a cellular basis for each symplectic
blob algebra, and prove that these algebras are quasihereditary over a field
for almost all parameter choices, and generically semisimple. (That is, we give
bases for all cell and standard modules.)
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1 Introduction
The idea of recollement [4] is applied to categories of modules in [10]. Iterated ‘tow-
ers’ of recollement are used in algebraic representation theory in [35] and formalised,
for example, in [12]. (The tower here refers to the algebraic structure needed for
statistical mechanics [35], although an elementary connection can be made in the
semisimple case to Jones basic construction [17].)
If A is an algebra, and e ∈ A an idempotent, then the category eAe-mod of left
eAe-modules fully embeds in A-mod. At its most basic the idea is that if eAe-mod
may be relatively simply analysed, the embedding then gives partial knowledge of
A-mod. The standard tower picture has A as part of a tower of algebras by inclusion,
such that eAe may be identified isomorphically with one of the subalgebras. The
interplay of induction/restriction and globalisation/localisation functors facilitates
representation theory in such a tower. This is the device discussed in [12].
All this would be of academic interest only, were it not for the ubiquity of such
towers ‘in nature’. Transfer matrix algebras are algebras whose representation ma-
trices build statistical mechanical transfer matrices [35]. The stability of the thermo-
dynamic limit corresponds (to cut a long story short) to the existence of a tower of
module-categorical embeddings. However [12] addresses only one way among many
in which such a tower could occur.
A further limitation in the formalisation of [12] is that it concentrates on the
abstract module category tower, and does not incorporate the tower of special mod-
ule bases found in concrete examples (such as in [41, 38], and cf. [19]). This paper
describes two ways in which the framework formalised in [12] may be extended,
so as to treat the representation theory of a wider class of algebras. Firstly we
integrate the module category tower framework with special algebra bases (as in
diagram algebras, for example). This allows us to enumerate explicit bases for mod-
ules and algebras, rather than simply to generate structure theorems. Secondly we
show that the framework is useful even when the tower is not (necessarily) a tower
of inclusion. Indeed the control of basis compensates for the lack of induction and
restriction functors, so the framework will work for algebra towers without induction
and restriction. This latter is important for treating our motivating examples: fam-
ilies of algebras arising recently in the Physics of systems with special boundaries
[14], which do not include (generalising the ordinary Temperley-Lieb algebras [53]
and their immediate family, which do include [35]). We demonstrate the method by
determining the structure of these algebras. (In the process we also introduce and
make use of functors relating module categories for algebras differing by the choice
of specialisation of a deformation parameter — certain choices of specialisation then
being treatable together in ‘meta-categories’.)
One may deform the ordinary Temperley–Lieb diagram algebra by two-colouring the
diagrams (seen as maps — see later) and assigning different parameters to shaded
and unshaded loops. The result is isomorphic to the original. However deforming
the B-type (left-right symmetric) subalgebra similarly constructs an algebra with a
true extra parameter — the blob algebra. Varying the extra parameter, the blob
algebra may be used to build the representations of the periodic Temperley–Lieb
algebra ([40, 41, 16, 23, 21]). Thus all these algebras can be analysed using the
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included-tower technology [12]. The next natural generalisation is the symplectic
blob algebra (left-right symmetric and periodic). This sequence of algebras cannot
be made to include in an appropriate way, and so presents a suitable challenge for
our method.
In this paper we implement a towers of recollement programme, and variations, to
determine the structure (bases and representation theory) of three interesting alge-
bras. Many workers have considered wreath-like extensions for Brauer, Temperley–
Lieb diagram [29, 41, 24, 16] and even partition algebras [6]. These extensions are
of interest as testing grounds for techniques intended to be applied in the represen-
tation theory of more classical objects, such as the symmetric group. For example,
one approach to systems of algebras with Jucys–Murphy-like elements [31, 46, 8]
is to consider extensions of the algebras by new commuting generators which obey
relations emulating identities obeyed by the Murphy elements. With careful prepa-
ration these extensions behave like wreaths (confer [47, 26, 12]). Here, considering
the most general case of nonabelian wreath algebras, we also explore a new and
intriguing set of interconnections, taking us to the symplectic blob algebra. This
leads in particular to applications in boundary integrable statistical mechanics [14].
Planar diagram algebras (such as ordinary Temperley–Lieb) have been much
studied (with useful consequences in both representation theory and physics), as
have ‘fully non-planar’ algebras such as the partition algebra. These represent sim-
plifying extremes in a range of generally harder problems. As mentioned above,
certain annular algebras can be brought into the planar framework, using the blob
algebra [41]. The algebras we focus on here are (in a suitable sense — see later)
mildly non-planar diagram algebras. These are harder to treat, but not intractable,
as we shall demonstrate.
The motivating aims of the paper are:
1. To provide an organisational framework for unifying the representation theory
of various forms of periodic/annular/type-B/boundary TL algebras studied in the
literature [40, 41, 54, 14]. (The ordinary Temperley–Lieb algebra is a nexus for
many branches of mathematics, with isomorphic algebras constructed in areas such
as: factors [29], representation theory, combinatorics, statistical mechanics [53, 3].
Variants appear in these contexts, but are no longer all isomorphic, and connections
between them are not yet fully understood.)
2. To provide the representation theoretic formalism for analysing these algebras.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the general theory
necessary to pass specific basis elements, for special types of module, between layers
of a globalisation tower (irrespective of inclusion). We also discuss how certain other
features of modules which we shall use later behave under globalisation.
In section 3 we collect the definitions of one of the families of diagram algebras which
we shall need. All of these are based on Weyl’s diagrams for the Brauer algebra [55].
To help prepare the ground for later more elaborate constructions we also point out
some paradigms for diagram algebra construction. For example: combinatorial sets
with diagrammatic realisations (which form bases for algebras via diagram concate-
nation), containing topologically characterised subsets respected by concatenation;
with the resultant subalgebras amenable to deformations not tolerated by the orig-
inal combinatorial algebra.
In section 4 we focus on deformations of Temperley–Lieb algebras — again looking
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at subalgebras and deformations. We use these to establish homomorphisms be-
tween various families of algebras.
In section 5 we use the alternate realisations established above to construct new
functors in the tower of blob algebras, and hence to relate categories of modules for
blob algebras with different values of the defining parameters (and hence to analyse
their representation theory).
In sections 6 and 7 we define affine symmetric Temperley–Lieb algebras and sym-
plectic blob algebras, and relate their categories of modules.
In section 8 we investigate the representation theory of affine symmetric Temperley–
Lieb algebras, using results from all the previous sections. The main results here
are perhaps the simple indexing Theorem 8.1.3, and the generic structure results of
section 8.5. Beyond the semisimple cases, we show that the algebra is almost always
quasihereditary, and give bases for the standard modules.
Several of the incarnations of the Temperley–Lieb algebra have an interesting
‘periodic’ generalisation, as noted above, but these are much harder to treat. The
blob algebra is a device that largely solves this problem — casting the representation
theory of (infinite) periodic Temperley–Lieb algebras into the setting of a (finite)
generalisation of TL with properties much closer to the original. The blob algebra
suggests various generalisations of its own, but these are once again rather harder to
treat, and have (until now) lacked the motivations of the blob algebra (i.e. its sim-
ple but beautiful representation theory; its application to periodic Temperley–Lieb
and hence affine Hecke algebras). Recently, though, both the blob algebra and its
two-boundary Temperley–Lieb algebra generalisation have arisen in the treatment
of boundary integrable systems in Statistical Mechanics [14, 48], suggesting that
category embedding methods should work here.
1.1 Preliminary definitions
A Coxeter graph is any finite undirected graph without loops (that is, without edges
that begin and end on the same vertex). For example:
An : 1 2 3 n−1 n
Bn : 0 1 2 n−2 n−1
The Coxeter Artin system of Coxeter graph G is a pair (B, S) consisting of a group
B and a set of pairs gv, g
−1
v of generators of B labelled by the vertices v of G, with
relations
gvgv′ ... = gv′gv...
where the number of factors on each side is two more than the number of edges
between v and v′.
The Coxeter system of G is a pair (W,S) where W = W (G) is the quotient of
B by the relation gv = g
−1
v .
For K a ring, let qv be an invertible element in K, for each v ∈ G, such that
qv = qv′ if gv conjugate to gv′ in B. Let Qv = (gv− qv)(gv+ q
−1
v ). The generic Hecke
algebra of G is
H(G) = KB/〈Qv | v ∈ G〉
Examples: If G = An then all generators are conjugate and we have the (one-
parameter) Hecke algebras of type-A. If G = Bn there is one generator not conjugate
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to the rest and we have the (two-parameter) Hecke algebras of type-B. If G = C˜n
there are two generators not conjugate to the rest, or to each other, and we have
the (three-parameter) Hecke algebras of type-C˜ .
Each of these algebras has an algebra homomorphism onto K defined by
ρ+(gv) = qv
Note that for qv = 1 the relation Qv = 0 is g
2
v = 1 and hence a group relation, so
that H(G) is the group algebra of W (G) in this case. It will be convenient to write
σv for gv in the group case. We have [27, Ch.7] that if w = σi1 ...σil is a reduced
expression in W (G) then {Tw = gi1 ...gil | w ∈ W (G)} is a basis for H(G) in general.
Define the symmetrizer
EG =
∑
w∈W (G)
ρ+(w)Tw
in H(G). For example if the vertices of A2 are labelled from {1, 2} we have
EA2 = 1 + q(g1 + g2) + q
2(g1g2 + g2g1) + q
3g1g2g1.
Defining uv = (gv + q
−1
v ), so that gvuv = qvuv, we have
EA2 = q
3(u1u2u1 − u1).
If the vertices of B2 are labelled from {0, 1} we have
EB2 = 1+ q1g1+ q0g0+ q0q1(g0g1+ g1g0)+ q0q1(q0g0g1g0+ q1g1g0g1)+(q0q1)
2g0g1g0g1
= u0u1u0u1 −
q20 + q
2
1
q0q1
u0u1. (1)
Note that the relations ofH(G) are invariant under the parameter transformation
sv : qv 7→ −q
−1
v and sv : qw 7→ qw for gv, gw not in the same class
(that is, there is one such transformation for each parameter). For each parameter
transformation sw there are, in addition to ρ+, further homomorphisms of H(G)
onto K:
ρw(gv) = sw(qv).
Any subset of S generates a parabolic subalgebra of B or of H(G). If v, v′ ∈ G
have at least one edge between them define Evv′ as the symmetrizer on their parabolic
subalgebra of H(G); else Evv′ = 0. Then define
T (G) = H(G)/〈Ev,v′ | v, v
′ ∈ G〉.
Example: T (An) is the ordinary Temperley–Lieb algebra [53].
Not much is known about H(G) or T (G) for general G (although see [35, Ch.9]),
but the cases in which G is positive definite or positive semidefinite are relatively
tractable (although still interesting) [41, 20, 16, 15, 25].
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For K a ring, x an invertible element in K, q = x2, and γ, δe ∈ K, define TLb
K
n
to be the K–algebra with generators {1, e, U1, . . . , Un−1} and relations
UiUi = (q + q
−1)Ui (2)
UiUi±1Ui = Ui (3)
UiUj = UjUi (|i− j| 6= 1) (4)
U1eU1 = γU1 (5)
ee = δee (6)
Uie = eUi (i 6= 1). (7)
Note that e can be rescaled to change γ and δe by the same factor. Thus, if we
require that δe be invertible, then we might as well replace it by 1. This brings us
to the original two–parameter presentation of the algebra, sometimes known as the
blob algebra by presentation, or the two–parameter Temperley–Lieb algebra of type
B. The subalgebra generated by {1, U1, . . . , Un−1} is T (An), the Temperley–Lieb
algebra of type A, sometimes denoted TLKn .
For k a field that is a K–algebra define TLbn = k ⊗K TLb
K
n .
The type-A algebra is isomorphic to the well known ordinary Temperley–Lieb
diagram algebra [35, 18]; and the algebra TLbn is isomorphic to the blob diagram
algebra bn [41, 18, 23, 16] (see section 3.4). Because of these isomorphisms it is
common to use generators and diagrams interchangeably.
There is also a periodic Temperley–Lieb diagram algebra (TLDA). That is, a
TLDA defined using certain periodic TL diagrams. Continuing the above ‘duality’,
the periodic TLA, on the other hand, is defined by abstract generators and relations.
See [50, 33, 35, 40, 41, 16, 14] and references therein for details of both. The
relationship between the two versions is not so straightforward as in the ordinary
TLA case. See also [30, 20].
To summarize the naming conventions: Temperley–Lieb algebras are defined by
generators and relations. Blob, contour, partition algebras (and others with diagram
suggestive names) are defined via bases of diagrams and diagrammatic composition
rules.
Proposition 1.1.1 The map ui 7→ Ui (i > 0), u0 7→ e, extends to an algebra
homomorphism φ from T (Bn) to TLb
K
n in the case q = q1, δe = q0 + q
−1
0 and
γ =
q2
0
+q2
q0q
.
Proof: The relation checking is largely routine. Note from (1) that φ(u1u0u1 −
q2
0
+q2
1
q0q1
u1) vanishing is sufficient to ensure φ(EB2) = φ(u0(u1u0u1 −
q2
0
+q2
1
q0q1
u1)) = 0. ✷
Several authors have used this so-called ‘blob’ homomorphism to investigate
Hecke algebra representation theory in the type-B and type-A˜ cases [21, 11, 43].
One final way to view the present paper is as a similar ‘blob’ approach to type-
C˜. (The three parameter affine-C Hecke algebra itself is of interest for a variety of
reasons — see for example [34, 52] and references therein.)
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Defined by
presentation:
Defined by
diagram:
Ordinary TL
TLn
oo
∼
//
 _

Ordinary TL
diagram
oo
∼
//
 _

shaded loop
deformed
TLDA _

TLbn oo ∼
//
 _

blob bn oo ∼
//
 _

achiral algebra
b′2n _

oo
∼
//
contour
Cn,2(1) _

2-Boundary TL // //
symplectic blob
bxn
oo
∼
//
affine
symmetric
TLDA
bφ2n
bx
′
n
OOOO
  //
generalised
contour
C∼n (l, r)
Figure 1: Algebra relationships
1.2 Summary of notations
For the reader’s reference we summarize here the notations for algebras used in this
paper (and indicate the section in which each is defined):
bn blob algebra, section 3.4
b′n achiral algebra section 4
bxn symplectic blob algebra, section 6
bx
′
n big symplectic blob algebra, section 6
bφ2m affine symmetric Temperley–Lieb diagram algebra, section 7
Bn Brauer algebra, section 3
Cn,m(l) contour algebra, section 3.3
C∼n (l) generalised contour algebra, section 3.3
H(G) generic Hecke algebra of graph G, section 1.1
TLn Temperley–Lieb algebra of type-A, section 1.1
TLbn Temperley–Lieb algebra of type-B, section 1.1
T (G) a quotient of H(G), section 1.1
The relationship between these algebras is indicated by the schematic in figure 1.
A glossary of other notations used for sets may also be useful:
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Bn set of blob diagrams, section 3.4
Bxn set of left-right blob diagrams, section 6.1
Bφn set of left-right symmetric reduced periodic pseudodiagrams, section 7.2
D(V ) set of beaded diagrams (given vertex set V = Vn and bead set S), section 3.1
Do(V ) beaded pseudodiagrams, section 3.1
Dzn planar diagrams, section 3.3
Dz,ln planar l-exposed diagrams, section 3.3
Dn = Dn,m planar diagrams with Zm-beads, section 3.3
Dpn cylinder embeddable diagrams, section 3.5
Dpcn isotopy classes of concrete cylinder diagrams, section 3.5
Dpc
′
classes of concrete cylinder diagrams including non-contratible loops, section 3.5
Dφn classes of left-right symmetric concrete cylinder diagrams, section 7.1
Jn unbeaded diagrams, section 3.1
Jzn planar unbeaded diagrams, section 3.4
J(n) periodic unbeaded diagrams, section 3.2
JBn symmetric planar unbeaded diagrams, section 4.2
JBen symmetric planar unbeaded ede diagrams, section 5
2 Category theory preliminaries
The starting point at the category theory level is as follows. Given an algebra A
and an idempotent e ∈ A then eAe is also an algebra, and Ae is a left A module and
a right eAe module. Thus we may define functors between the category A-mod, of
left A-modules, and eAe-mod:
G : eAe-mod −→ A-mod (8)
M 7→ Ae⊗eAe M
F : A-mod −→ eAe-mod (9)
N 7→ eN
with various powerful properties (summarized in [22, 39]). In particular if A is an
algebra over a field then F is exact and G is right exact. Further, the image of a
simple module under G has simple head.
Proposition 2.0.1 [22] Let {Sλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a complete set of inequivalent simple
(left) modules of eAe over some field. Then {head (G(Sλ)) | λ ∈ Λ} is a set of
inequivalent simples of A, and any simple A-module S in an equivalence class not
represented in this set obeys eS = 0.
2.1 Prestandard modules
The functor F is called localisation, and G is globalisation, with respect to e. (We
may write Fe, Ge where convenient.) Suppose that we are given an idempotent e
in an algebra A, and that S is a simple module of eAe. Then G(S) is called the
prestandard module of A associated to S by e.
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Indeed, suppose that e = e1e2 = e2e1 (e1, e2 also idempotent). Then the sequence
of idempotents 1, e1, e defines a sequence of algebras A, e1Ae1, eAe. A prestandard
module M = Ge2(S) of e1Ae1 will globalise to a prestandard module of A. On
the other hand if M 6= head (M) then these two will not necessarily globalise to
the same module in A (although both are of prestandard type by construction).
This makes the prestandard notion less canonical, although more general, than the
standard modules of quasihereditary algebras, for example.
Proposition 2.1.1 If M is a prestandard A-module then
(i) it has simple head LM (say), and if M0 is the maximal proper submodule then
M0 does not contain LM as a simple composition factor;
(ii) if A has an involutive antiautomorphism defined on it fixing e then M has at
most one contravariant form defined on it, up to scalars, and the rank of any such
form is the dimension of LM .
Proof: (i): Only the last claim remains to be proven. Suppose that M = G(S) for
simple eAe-module S, then F (M) = eM ∼= S. In particular e acts as zero on all but
one simple factor in M . Now suppose there exists a proper submodule M ′ of M . If
eM ′ 6= 0 then eM ′ = S = eG(S), so AeM ′ = AeG(S) = G(S), which would imply
M ′ ⊇ G(S) ⊃ M ′ — a contradiction. Thus F kills every proper submodule of M ,
so eLM 6= 0.
(ii): There is a one-to-one correspondence between such forms and homomorphisms
from M to its contravariant dual M×, but by (i) there is at most one such homo-
morphism (up to scalars), whose image is LM . To see this note that by the proof of
(i) eLN = 0 for every simple factor LN of M not in the head. Let L
×
M denote the
contravariant dual of LM , a simple module. Since eLM 6= 0 we have eL
×
M 6= 0 so
neither LM nor L
×
M appears below the head in M . Thus LM does not appear above
the socle in M× and a homomorphism M →M× is only possible if it maps the head
LM of M to the socle L
×
M of M
×, with LM ∼= L
×
M . ✷
Propositions 2.0.1 and 2.1.1 and the exactness properties make prestandard mod-
ules potentially useful modules to study, in representation theory. In this paper we
will encounter various modules (for algebras) with useful natural bases. It will be
convenient, where possible, to be able to identify these as prestandard.
2.2 Globalisation and balanced maps
The exactness properties of G and F are standard results (see [39, 22]). However it
is worth unpacking a little before we go on, since some of the mechanics will be used
later. The first thing to recall is the notion of balanced map [9, 13]. For M a right
module and N a left module of a ring R with 1, a balanced map f of M × N into
an additive abelian group P is a map such that f(m+m′, n) = f(m,n) + f(m′, n),
f(m,n+ n′) = f(m,n) + f(m,n′), f(m, rn) = f(mr, n).
The map that takes (m,n) to m ⊗ n ∈ M ⊗R N is a balanced map. If f :
M × N → P is balanced then there is a homomorphism f ∗ : M ⊗R N → P such
that f ∗(m⊗ n) = f(m,n) (in fact f ∗ is uniquely determined by f) [13].
Now consider
F (G(N)) = eAe⊗eAe N
µ
→ N
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where µ is derived from the (NB, balanced) map
(a, n) 7→ an.
We may define a homomorphism ν : N → eAe⊗eAe N by
ν(n) = e⊗ n (10)
Obviously µν is the identity map on N ; and
ν(µ(a⊗ n) = ν(an) = e⊗ an = a⊗ n
since a ∈ eAe, so µ is an isomorphism.
Similarly we have that
G(eAe) = Ae⊗eAe eAe ∼= Ae. (11)
More generally, suppose that S is a left sub-eAe-module of eAe (i.e. a left ideal),
then there is a multiplication map
µ : Ae⊗eAe S → AeS
ae⊗ s 7→ aes
(in the rest of this section, µ applied to a tensor product of this form will always be
the appropriate multiplication map) however, this surjection need not be an injection
in general. (There is a grotesque example in [13].) The issue is the construction
of the ‘inverse’ as in (10). The ‘identity element’ e ∈ eAe will not generally lie in
S. On the other hand, suppose that there are f, g ∈ eAe such that S = eAef and
fgf = f . (Such an f is said to satisfy the return condition. We call a left eAe-ideal
S of form eAef with f satisfying the return condition a return ideal.) Then there
is a map ν : AeS → Ae⊗eAe S given by
ν(x) = x⊗ gf
so that µ(ν(x)) = xgf = x and ν(µ(a⊗ s)) = ν(as) = as⊗ gf = a⊗ s. Therefore
Proposition 2.2.1 If S = eAef is a left ideal of eAe generated by f ∈ eAe such
that fgf = f for some g ∈ eAe, then the multiplication map µ is an isomorphism
G(S) ∼= AeS = AS = Af
(NB, µ and its inverse are given explicitly). In particular the set inclusion of S in
AS passes to an injection ν of S into G(S). This is not an algebra-module map,
but if D is a linearly independent set in S then it is linearly independent in AS and
ν(D) is in G(S).
Note that fg is idempotent, so
S = eAef −−≫ eAefg
is a surjective map to a projective eAe-module.
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2.3 Module bases under globalisation
The functors F,G are tools for analysing categories of modules, rather than specific
bases or representations. However, following the discussion above, there are realistic
cases in which one can use a basis for S to construct a basis for G(S). (This is
particularly so for diagram algebras, which come with a diagram basis for elements
f of which the return condition fgf = f is always true for some algebra element g.
Indeed g can usually be chosen a basis element, or else a scalar multiple thereof.)
Proposition 2.3.1 Let S be a submodule of the (left) regular module of eAe, and
suppose that this submodule has basis D. Then the concrete set of elements e ⊗ D
is independent in and will also generate G(S). Further,
G(S)
µ
−−≫ AS →֒ G(eAe)
(11)
∼= Ae →֒ A
as left A-modules.
Proof: For d ∈ D ⊂ S then e⊗ d ∈ Ae⊗eAe S = G(S). The image µ(e⊗ d) = d, so
µ(e⊗D) = D. On the other hand, the direct set map D →֒ AD is an inclusion, so D
is linearly independent in AS. The multiplication map µ : G(S)→ AS is surjective,
not necessarily bijective, but it is still a module homomorphism. Thus if e⊗D were
to be linearly dependent in G(S), the image D would be linearly dependent in AS
— a contradiction. So the set e⊗D is linearly independent.
On the other hand D spans S, so Ae ⊗ D spans G(S). Thus e ⊗D extends to
a basis of G(S) by the exchange theorem. If the multiplication map µ is bijective
then G(S) has a natural isomorphic image in A, with a basis which contains D as a
subset.
Finally eD = D ⊂ eAe, so AeD ⊂ Ae. ✷
Proposition 2.3.2 Suppose that S1
ψ
→֒ S2 is an inclusion of return ideals. Then
G(S1)
G(ψ)
→֒ G(S2), i.e. G behaves as if left exact.
Proof: Unpacking the assumptions then eAef1 →֒ eAef2, so f1 ∈ eAef2. Let us say
(WLOG) f1 = ff2. We have
eAeff2 ψ→֒ eAef2
↓ G ↓ G
Ae⊗eAe ff2 G(ψ)→ Ae⊗eAe f2
↓ µ1 ↓ µ2
Aff2 →֒ Af2
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Since both µ-maps are isomorphisms, there are two ways of constructing a ho-
momorphism in the middle: via the functor G; or via the bottom row inclusion
ν2(µ1(a ⊗ ff2)) = ν2(aff2) = aff2 ⊗ g2f2 = a ⊗ ff2 = af ⊗ f2. Again since the
multiplication maps are isomorphisms, the latter construction is an injection, i.e.
G(S1) →֒ G(S2). On the other hand G(ψ)(a⊗ff2) = a⊗ψ(ff2) = a⊗ff2 ∈ G(S2),
so G(ψ) and ν2 ◦µ1 are the same map. (NB, forM →֒ N the element a⊗m ∈ G(M)
is not the same thing as a ⊗m ∈ G(N) in general — a set of such objects can be
independent in G(M) and not in G(N), but here we can also build such objects on
the G(S2) side by the kernel-free ν2 ◦ µ1 route.) ✷
Indeed, suppose that
S1 →֒ S2 →֒ . . . →֒ eAe (12)
is a nested sequence of return ideals, and Di a basis for each such that Di ⊂ Di+1.
Consider the sections defined by this sequence:
0→ Si
ψ
→ Si+1 → Si+1/Si → 0
then G(Si) →֒ G(Si+1) and G(Si+1/Si) = G(Si+1)/G(Si). Thus in particular if
Si+1/Si is simple then G(Si+1)/G(Si) is prestandard.
It may be that (12) is valid over a ground ring that specialises to a field in a
number of different ways. Then the sections of the sequence make sense (both before
and after globalisation) over the ring, and prestandard modules have the flavour of
Specht modules [28].
Diagram algebras come with bases with special properties. We will use this
concrete construction to decompose the regular module explicitly throughout entire
towers of algebras.
3 Diagram algebras: initial examples
In order to define diagram algebra quotients of Hecke algebras later, we start by
defining related algebras which have both diagram and ‘linear’ realisations.
3.1 Brauer algebra wreaths
Fix n,m ∈ N with n +m even, and let V nm = {1, 2, . . . , n, 1
′, 2′, . . . , m′}, called the
set of vertices. Write V = Vn for V
n
n . Write J
n
m for the set of pair partitions of V
n
m
(so Jn := J
n
n is the usual basis of the Brauer algebra Bn [7, 55]). For S a set, an
S-decorated pair partition is an element of Jnm together with a map from the set of
pairs to the set of words in S. Fixing S, write D(V nm) = DS(V
n
m) for the set of such
objects. Thus D∅(V
n
n )
∼= Jn.
Let
p = {{i, j}, {k, l}, . . .}
be a pair partition of V nm. Then we may write d ∈ D(V
n
m) as
d = {{i, j}w1, {k, l}w2, . . .}
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where wl is the word in S associated to the l-th pair. (We adopt the convention of
omitting the subscript when the word is the empty word.) We call this the serial
realisation of d ∈ D(V nm). We next describe two further useful realisations.
It will be helpful to think of the following mild extension to Weyl’s [55] diagram
realisation of the pair-partition basis in the Brauer algebra. Consider:
(i) the vertices as arranged on a rectangular frame, 1 to n across the top edge, 1′ to
m′ across the bottom;
(ii) the pairings as pieces of string (called lines) appropriately connecting vertices;
(iii) the accompanying elements of S as threaded beads, threaded in the order indi-
cated by the word (reading from vertex i to j′, or from i to j if i < j, or from i′ to
j′ if i < j).
(Note that any tangling of strings, perhaps arising from some perceived embedding
in an underlying space, is irrelevant here — it is only the pairings they define that
matter.)
A third realization is achieved by arbitrarily embedding [2] each string {i, j} as
a line from i to j in the plane region bounded by the frame rectangle. For example
{{1, 3′}ab, {2, 3}c, {1
′, 2′}} =
b
a
c
NB, it is not possible in general to do this without distinct lines crossing (see later,
and cf. [29]).
In summary: we will call objects in the first realisation decorated pair partitions;
objects in the string/bead realisation diagrams; and objects in the third realisation
concrete diagrams.
Pseudodiagrams
Consider the idea of closed loops of string in the string/bead picture — that is,
strings that do not end on any of the vertices. Corresponding to this, it will be
convenient to extend the notion of decorated pair partitions to include (possibly
multiple) copies of the empty set in the partition. (Hence we make mild abuse of
this terminology.) Following [42] we call such diagrams augmented by zero or more
loops (Brauer) pseudodiagrams, and the extended partitions pseudopartitions. For
example (with {}l denoting l copies)
d = {{1, 3′}ab, {2, 3}c, {1
′, 2′}, {}def , {}
2} = {{1, 3′}ab, {2, 3}c, {1
′, 2′}, {}edf , {}
2}
As before, any perceived embedding of these loops in an underlying space is irrelevant
— thus in particular a loop does not have an orientation or starting point for the
reading off of bead sequences. Thus {}def = {}edf .
Definition 3.1.1 We write Do(V nm) for the set of (n,m)-pseudodiagrams. If d ∈
Do(V nm) is a pseudodiagram let cd ∈ D(V
n
m) denote the underlying diagram, that
is, the diagram obtained by omitting any loops; and cod ∈ D
o(V 00 ) the complement,
obtained by keeping only loops.
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For w a word in S let wo denote the opposite word (the word with the same
letters, but written in the reverse order). In the serial (pair-partition) realisation, if
we write a vertex pair in a definite (not necessarily canonical) order: (i1, i2), then
the string/bead datum for this string obeys
(i1, i2)w = (i2, i1)wo (13)
On the other hand if a pseudodiagram has a closed loop then this may again have
beads on it, but reading the sequence of beads depends on an arbitrary choice of
starting point and direction round the loop. We say two words are loop equivalent
if one can be changed to the other or its opposite by any cyclic permutation. (Note
that loop equivalence is an equivalence relation on the set of words.) Thus the bead
sequence on a loop is only defined up to loop equivalence.
We concatenate pseudodiagrams d1 ∈ D
o(V nm), d2 ∈ D
o(V ml ) to form a pseudo-
diagram d1d2 ∈ D
o(V nl ) as follows. Pass to the string/bead realization and there
juxtapose the vertices 1′, 2′, . . . , m′ in d1 with the corresponding unprimed vertices
in d2. Some of the chains of string resulting from this concatentation will connect
pairs among the unprimed vertices in d1 and the primed vertices in d2 (defining a
new diagram cd1d2 on these vertices), and some will form closed loops. Because of
the string/bead realisation we call this the abacus product on pseudodiagrams.
For example
d1.d2.d3 =
b
a
c
e
f
gd
h i
(14)
is
{{1, 3′}ab, {2, 3}c, {1
′, 2′}}.{{1, 2′}ef , {3, 3
′}g, {2, 1
′}d}.{{1, 2}hi, {3, 3
′}, {1′, 2′}}
= {{1, 3′}abg, {2, 3}c, {1
′, 2′}, {}efihd}.
To confirm that this product is well defined note that in the ordered pair form
of the serial realisation (13) composition is given by a sequence of m replacements
of form:
{. . . (i1, i
′
2)w . . .}︸ ︷︷ ︸
d1
{. . . (i2, i3)w′ . . .}︸ ︷︷ ︸
d2
❀ {. . . (i1, i3)ww′ . . .}
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and
(i1, i1)w ❀ ()w = {}w
the order of application of which, when not forced, produces no ambiguity.
Proposition 3.1.2 The abacus product is associative. The closed case with n =
m = l is unital. Hence Do is a category with object set N and (n,m) morphism set
Do(V nm).
Proof: Associativity follows from the construction. For an example, consider (d1d2)d3
and d1(d2d3) in equation (14) — one draws the same picture in each case.
The identity element is the pair partition I:
I = {{1, 1′}, {2, 2′}, . . . , {n, n′}} (15)
(all words empty). ✷
Fix K a ring and δw ∈ K for each w a loop class representative word in S.
Definition 3.1.3 For each d ∈ Do(V nm) define a scalar kd ∈ K by
kd =
∏
l
δwl
with a factor δwl for each closed loop l in d with bead sequence wl.
An example follows shortly.
Define a map
D(V nm)×D(V
m
l ) → K ×D(V
n
l )→ KD(V
n
l ) (16)
(d1, d2) 7→ (kd1d2 , cd1d2) 7→ kd1d2cd1d2
(recall that the strings of diagram cd1d2 are the open chains from the abacus product,
each carrying the accumulated beads of this chain in the natural order).
Since the underlying abacus product is associative, this (16) extends to an as-
sociative unital product on KD(V nn ). For example, in equation (14) (d1d2)d3 =
δw{{1, 3
′}abg, {2, 3}c, {1
′, 2′}} where w represents the class containing efihd.
Remark: This product is amenable to massive generalisation, which we will
largely ignore, but see for example [36, 29, 1]. A milder generalisation is the cyclo-
tomic variant, in which
(i1, i2)s1s2... = (i2, i1)...st2st1, (17)
where t is an involutive map on 〈S〉 that does not necessarily fix elements of S.
3.2 Periodic pair-partitions
Consider the ‘infinite’ rectangular frame in which the primed and unprimed vertices
are labelled by corresponding copies of the set of integers. The set of arbitrary
pair-partitions of this vertex set (call it V∞) is rather unmanageable, but there are
a number of more manageable subsets which are closed under composition (ignoring
loops). A pair-partition is said to be n-periodic if for every pair {i, j} there are
pairs {i ± n, j ± n} (with m′ ± n := (m ± n)′). It follows that there are only n
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distinct orbits of pairs. An n-periodic pair-partition can be specified by listing a
fundamental subset of n pairs.
The first element in each such pair (at least) can be chosen to lie in the funda-
mental set V nn . Then if (i1, i2) = (i1, i¯2+mn) where i¯2 also lies in V
n
n we might write
(i1, i¯2)m for (i1, i2). Using this notation we can demonstrate a map from decorated
pair partitions on V nn with bead set S = {L+, L−}, and L
t
+ = L− the involution
as in equation (17), to n-periodic pair partitions. We take a string with m beads
(i1, i2)Lm
±
to (i1, i2)±m (m ≥ 0). In other words each bead L+ corresponds to winding
once clockwise round the period, and L− is anticlockwise (thus we take the quotient
with L+L− = L−L+ = 1).
We write J(n) for the set of n-periodic pair-partitions. There are infinitely many
of these. For example with n = 1 we have {{{1, m′}} | m ∈ Z} (writing only a
fundamental subset for each partition).
For later convenience it will be useful sometimes to index vertices by odd integers
rather than all integers. When we do this we will write the pair partition {. . .}o.
For n = 2 examples include
{{1, 7}, {1′, 7′}}o.
Note that this pair-partition can be realised by vertex-connecting lines embedded in
the infinite rectangular interval, as in the finite case. But note that in this example
these lines necessarily cross (the orbit of {1, 7} includes {−3, 3} and {5, 11} for
example). For n = 4 examples include
{{1,−1}, {3, 5}, {1′,−1′}, {3′, 5′}}o {{1, 3}, {−1,−3}, {1
′, 3′}, {−1′,−3′}}o.
Note that these particular examples can be realised by non-crossing lines.
Under composition, ignoring loops for a moment, it is a simple exercise to show
that n-periodicity is preserved. Two types of loops can appear: an ‘orbit’ of loops
individual members of which are periodic images of one another; and an individual
‘non-contractible’ loop which is mapped into itself by periodicity. Finitely many
instances of each type may be created in composition. We will see in section 3.5 a
natural way to keep track of these (and any possible decorations). Thus, given two
different types of loop, we may introduce a set of periodic pseudodiagrams, which is
then closed under composition. It will also be convenient to introduce the set J ′(n) of
periodic diagrams augmented just by the non-contractible type of loops. A suitable
collection of relations removing the orbits of loops then makes J ′(n) a basis for an
algebra generalising the Brauer algebra (cf. [49]).
There is an injective homomorphism from Jn into J(n) which simply uses p ∈ Jn
as the fundamental subset. This can be extended to an algebra map.
We write J(n)
S for the beaded version of J(n).
3.3 Planar embeddings and contour algebras
Definition 3.3.1 (1) A diagram in D(V nm) is called planar if it is possible to embed
the strings in the plane interior to the rectangle (touching the boundary only at the
vertices) in such a way that they do not (self-intersect or) touch one another.
(2) Any specific such embedding is called a concrete planar diagram.
(3) If one concrete planar diagram may be continously deformed into another, with
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all the intermediate stages concrete planar diagrams, then the diagrams are said to
be isotopic [45].
Proposition 3.3.2 Two concrete planar diagrams are isotopic if and only if they
are realisations of the same underlying diagram. ✷
Remark 3.3.3 If we consider planar pseudodiagrams in the same way, then a given
Brauer pseudodiagram may have more than one isotopy class of planar embeddings.
Note however that both cd and kd can be considered as applying to planar pseudo-
diagrams via their underlying Brauer pseudodiagrams.
Write Dzn ⊂ D(V
n
n ) for the set of planar diagrams. It will be evident that the
restriction of diagram composition (16) to Dzn closes on KD
z
n.
Definition 3.3.4 A string in a planar diagram is called exposed (or 0-covered) if
it may be deformed isotopically to touch the western frame edge, and l-covered if it
may be deformed to touch an (l − 1)-covered line and no lower.
Let Dz,ln ⊂ D
z
n denote the subset of planar diagrams in which only the l
′-covered
lines with l′ ≤ l may be decorated (i.e. beaded, i.e. map to other than the empty
word).
Proposition 3.3.5 The restriction of diagram composition (16) to Dz,ln closes on
KDz,ln .
Proof: Composition may expose new line segments, but it cannot cover any that
were previously exposed (since the relevant part of the western frame is still in
place). Thus any decorated (hence no more than l-covered) line remains no more
covered (hence decorable) in composition. ✷
We now note some specialisations with interesting finite dimensional quotients.
Fix bead set S of order one (S = {L}, say). It follows that words in S are all
of form Li, and that each is in a separate loop class. Write δi := δLi . Fix m ∈ N
and let Dn = Dn,m denote the subset of D
z
n in which no string carries more than
m − 1 beads. Consider the K-algebra with basis Dzn and δi+m = δi. With this
specialisation of the parameters we may impose the quotient relation that m beads
together may be cancelled (Lm = 1). This produces an algebra Cn,m with basis
Dn,m (Dn,m is clearly spanning; to see that it is independent note that the relation
cannot be used to change the shape of a diagram).
Definition 3.3.6 Define Cn,m(l) as the subalgebra of Cn,m spanned by D
z,l
n (and
hence with basis Dz,ln,m := D
z,l
n ∩Dn,m). These are called contour algebras (see [12]).
More generally, the ‘algebra’ taking place on a single string is the free monoid
on the generators S. Every quotient by some set of relations ∼ to a finite monoid
(or even K-algebra with basis a finite subset of the free monoid), together with
a consistent specialisation of the parameters, induces a finite generalised contour
algebra C∼n (l). (Here K-linear combinations of words on a string pass linearly to
corresponding K-linear combinations of diagrams.)
As usual the identity in these contour algebras is the pair partition I. Suppose
that L ∈ S. We define Li ∈ D(V
n
n ) as the diagram that is I as a pair partition, but
has the single letter word L on the i-th string, with all other words empty.
Define Ui as the diagram differing from I in having the pairs {i, i+1}, {i
′, (i+1)′}.
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Proposition 3.3.7 The algebra Cn,m(l) with m > 1, l < n, S = {L}, is generated
by the set
{I} ∪ {Li}
l+1
i=1 ∪ {Ui}
n−1
i=1 .
Proof: See Appendix. ✷
Note that in case m = 2 we may replace the relation set ∼= {LL = 1} (giving
LiLi = I) with ∼= {LL = L} (giving LiLi = Li) and obtain an isomorphic algebra.
Indeed we may deform the monoid (algebra) via LL = κL similarly (giving LiLi =
κLi). Only the case κ = 0 departs from the rest.
It will be evident that similar definitions to C∼n (l) may be contructed for east-
ern exposure, and for composites C∼n (l, r). Also of interest, as it turns out, are
subalgebras of the case S = {L,R} generated by
{I, L1, Rn} ∪ {Ui}
n−1
i=1 .
where ∼ defines a certain noncommutative monoid. (Note that this choice of gener-
ators prescribes the way in which L and R can meet, which leads to some interesting
topological effects — see later.)
3.4 Direct homomorphisms with known algebras
Definition 3.4.1 A Temperley–Lieb (TL) diagram is an isotopy class of concrete
planar diagrams, or any representative thereof. Ordinary TL diagrams are beadless.
By Proposition 3.3.2 the subset Jzn →֒ D
z
n →֒ D(V
n
n ) with no beads is in bijection
with the set of ordinary Temperley–Lieb diagrams on two rows of n vertices.
Definition 3.4.2 [41] The set Bn of blob diagrams is the set of decorated TL di-
agrams on two rows of n vertices in which western exposed lines, only, may be
decorated, with at most a single bead (‘blob’) on each.
For example, for any given n the diagram e ∈ Bn has the shape of the identity
diagram (n vertical lines), but with the leftmost line decorated with blob.
The blob algebra bn = bn(δ = q + q
−1, δe, γ) (as in [41], but as parameterised
in [39]), is generated by TL diagrams and e, with two blobs on a line appearing in
composition replaced via:
ee = δee (18)
and a loop decorated by a blob replaced by a factor of γ. Thus bn(δ, δe, γ) has basis
Bn.
It is easy to show that
Proposition 3.4.3 For all n:
(i) The subset Jzn of D
z
n generates a finite dimensional algebra isomorphic to the
ordinary Temperley–Lieb algebra TLn(δ0 = q + q
−1) [53].
(ii) The set Dz,0n,2 is essentially identical to the set of blob diagrams Bn, with L1 = e.
The algebra Cn,2(0) is isomorphic to the blob algebra bn [41] and to TLbn (more
generally, Cn,m(0) is the coloured blob algebra mentioned in [44]).
(iii) The case Cn,m(n) = Cn,m(∞) is isomorphic to the cyclotomic Temperley–Lieb
algebra [12]. ✷
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Note (from section 2 of [12]) that the tower of recollement framework applies to
all of the above algebras.
Following the largely physically motivated investigation of the ordinary Temperley–
Lieb algebra in the 1980s, the blob algebra was introduced in order to allow use of
the western edge of the frame (actually either one) as a cohomology seam, and
hence to address the periodic Temperley–Lieb algebra (again, originally, with phys-
ical motivation). The very first level of exposure is sufficient for this purpose (see
the literature, for example [41, 21]). Interest in the ‘homogeneous’ case (i.e. not
filtered by exposure) has been slower to arise, but now see [51] and [29] (whose pri-
mary interest is in subfactors). The general intermediates have yet to find a physical
application.
3.5 Diagram embeddings, subalgebras and deformations
This section describes ‘topological’ realisations of certain subsets of diagrams, gener-
alising the planar embedding of definition 3.3.1, and the deformations of the algebra
product possible in these cases.
Isotopy:
A brief remark is in order on the general notion of isotopy following from the benign
paradigm in definition 3.3.1. A realisation of a (pseudo)diagram is called a picture if
it is an arbitrary choice among a continuum of such realisations of the same diagram.
(The existence of such realisations — faithful but non-canonical drawings of the
diagram — is at the heart of the use of the word diagram to describe these objects.)
Suppose we have a subset of a set of diagrams characterised by the existence of
pictures satisfying certain properties (such as the concrete planar embedding in
definition 3.3.1). Then given a picture of a diagram, another diagram realisation is
said to be isotopic to it if they belong to a continuum of pictures all satisfying the
characterising property.
We note as a paradigm for later reference that when restricted to Dzn the product
in (16) is amenable to deformation. This is firstly because the orientation of loops
becomes an invariant of isotopy (a loop cannot be flipped without some intermediate
crossing). Thus δw = δw′ is only necessary if w,w
′ related by a cyclic permutation.
Secondly, the nonisotopic placement of loops noted in remark 3.3.3 gives scope for
further deformation (see section 4).
Definition 3.5.1 (1) Consider the manifold constructed from the plane interior to
the boundary rectangle of a diagram by identifying the eastern and western edges
(a cylinder). A diagram in D(V nm) is called periodic if it is possible to embed the
strings in this manifold (touching the northern and southern boundaries only at the
vertices) in such a way that they do not touch one another.
(2) Any specific such embedding is called a concrete periodic diagram.
(3) If one concrete periodic diagram may be continously deformed into another, with
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all the intermediate stages concrete periodic diagrams, then the diagrams are said to
be isotopic [45].
For example, every planar diagram is periodic, while
τ = {{1, 2′}, {2, 3′}, . . . , {n, 1′}}
is periodic but not planar.
Write Dpn for the set of such periodic diagrams, so that D
z
n ⊂ D
p
n ⊂ D(V
n
n ).
Proposition 3.3.2 notes that two concrete planar diagrams are isotopic if and
only if they are realisations of the same diagram. This is not true in general for
periodic diagrams. In particular there are non-isotopic embeddings of the identity
diagram. The picture of τn obtained by composing pictures is an embedding of 1
not isotopic to the obvious embedding, for example. See appendix B for a fuller
discussion.
Let Dpcn denote the set of periodic isotopy classes of concrete diagrams associated
to Dpn (hence a set of periodic TL diagrams).
Because of the non-isotopic embedding possibility mentioned above the set Dpcn is
larger than the underlying set of diagrams, as defined by their serial realisations. It
is possible (and useful) to have a serial realisation of isotopy classes, however. Note
that embedded periodic diagrams may be drawn as period-n periodically repeating
planar diagrams in the infinite frame (a string coming out of vertex 1 produces
strings coming out of all vertices congruent to 1 modulo n, and so on), and hence
as a subset of J(n)
S:
Dpcn →֒ J(n)
S.
If we use this labelling in writing down the serial realisation of diagrams (and treat
vertices on different ‘sheets’ as distinct, even if they are congruent), then we recover
the situation that concrete periodic diagrams are isotopic if and only if they are
realisations of the same diagram. (There are still infinitely many such diagrams
however, even without beads. Our set of examples {{{1, m′}} | m ∈ Z} are all in
Dpcn with n = 1.)
The restriction of diagram composition (16) to Dpn closes on KD
p
n. This product
is amenable to deformation through the non-isotopic embeddings mentioned above
(see [40, 16] for example). In particular let Dpc
′
n denote the augmentation of D
pc
n in
case S = ∅ by classes of concrete diagrams including (non-crossing) non-contractible
loops in the manner of J ′(n). (NB, There is a drawing error in Fig.10 of [40]. This
diagram should have 4 non-contractible loops, not 3.)
4 The blob algebra bn and the achiral algebra b
′
n
4.1 Two-coloured diagrams
Concrete TL diagrams may be thought of as partitions of the plane interior to the
frame rectangle, with the lines being the boundaries of parts. The non-crossing
rule means that these diagrams may be two-coloured (in the four colour theorem
sense). For the sake of definiteness let us say that the part whose closure includes
the interval on the frame between the vertices 1 and 2 is coloured black. It follows
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that the part between 1’ and 2’ is also black, and that concatenation preserves this
canonical colouring. It also follows that closed loops formed in concatenation may
have either a black or a white interior (or to be more precise, immediate interior,
since they may be nested).
Note that although colouring requires embedding, which is noncanonical, the
number of loops of each colour formed in concatenation is invariant under plane
isotopy (note that this is not true for the larger classes of Brauer isotopy). It follows
that we can generalise the composition rule in (16) by generalising ka,b.
By rescaling the generators Ui one can see that this generalisation is isomorphic
to the ordinary case (excepting the specialisation in which one of the parameters is
not invertible, which is not appropriate for the context of computation for Potts and
vertex models, where the algebra has its origin [3]). However, we shall now show
that it leads the way to some further rather more useful generalisations (in the spirit
of the blob algebra [41] viewed as a generalisation of the type-B algebra of [54]).
4.2 Subalgebras and deformations
Let JBn ⊂ J
z
n be the subset of TL diagrams that are (isotopic to concrete diagrams
that are) invariant under reflection in a central vertical line. Putting aside for a
moment any closed loops that might arise, this subset is obviously fixed under con-
catenation. That is, the concatenation of two concrete representatives of elements
of JBn is a representative of an element of J
B
n (ignoring closed loops).
Remark: Indeed we could consider a version of JBn that is not a strict subset of J
z
n
(a set whose elements are isotopy classes, where even classes containing symmetric
elements include elements which are not concretely symmetric) but to be such that
the elements are ‘symmetric isotopy’ classes - i.e. classes whose elements maintain
exact symmetry. So long as we define our algebra composition without reference to
pseudodiagrams this distinction is academic (but see section 7.2).
If n is odd then JBn is a rather uninteresting subset. If n is even, redefine
canonical colouring to be that in which the part whose closure includes the central
northern interval is coloured white. Note that within this subset the property that
the concatenation of two diagrams forms a loop that crosses the centre line (indeed
white, or black, loop that crosses) is invariant under isotopy. Thus we may deform
the algebra spanned by these diagrams by generalising the scalar factor kd1d2 so that
kd1d2 = δ
l0δlwe κ
lb (19)
where δ, δe, κ ∈ K, l0 is the number of (pairs of) noncrossing loops, lw is the number
of white crossing loops and lb the number of black crossing loops.
Definition 4.2.1 Let b′n(δ, δe, κ) denote the algebra which is KJ
B
n with product de-
fined by (19).
As usual the identity in this algebra is the pair partition I. For any given n = 2m
let e′ denote the diagram corresponding to the pair partition differing from 1 only
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in {m,m+ 1}, {m′, m+ 1′}, that is (in case m = 3):
e′ =
4.3 The unfolding map µ
Definition 4.3.1 An ur-diagram is a TL diagram in which strings may end on the
east or west edge of the rectangle as well as north and south.
Recall that Bn denotes the set of blob diagrams. Given a blob diagram d, we
may define a ur-diagram from it by deforming every string with a blob until an arc
in the immediate neighbourhood of the blob is just on the outside of the western
edge of the rectangle, and then discarding this arc. If we compose this ur-diagram
with its mirror image in the western edge (NB, this is a well defined construct on
isotopy classes) we have a left-right symmetric TL diagram. Let us call it µ(d). For
example µ(e) = e′.
Proposition 4.3.2 The map µ : Bm −→ J
z
2m defined above is an injection, and the
range is the set JB2m of left-right symmetric diagrams. ✷
(This generalises the combinatorial map described in [11].)
Proposition 4.3.3 The map µ extends to an algebra homomorphism, so that the
algebra b′2m(δ, δe, κ) is isomorphic to the blob algebra bm(δ, δe, κ).
Proof: We need to check that µ(a)µ(b) = µ(ab), where a, b are blob diagrams. If we
consider ab as a concatenation, without (for a moment) imposing the blob relations,
it can have two blobs on the same line, and it can have closed loops, with and without
blobs. The map µ makes sense on such an ab, and commutes with concatenation. It
is thus necessary to check that the imposition of the blob relations on ab produces
the same factor as kµ(a),µ(b). If two blobs come together we use the blob relation
ee = δee from (18). The image under µ is (locally):
which has one white loop, so kµ(a),µ(b) = δe as required. A decorated loop is replaced
by a factor κ in the blob algebra bm(δ, δe, κ) (cf. section 3.4), and passes to a black
loop under µ. From (19) this again gives a factor κ. An undecorated loop (δ in the
blob algebra) passes to a pair of off-axis loops under µ. ✷
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Figure 2: Removing the central cup and cap.
5 Recollement and b′n representation theory
Suppose that δe is invertible. Then the subset of J
B
2m consisting of symmetric dia-
grams in which the inner central ‘cup’ and ‘cap’ appear (i.e. diagrams that contain
{m,m+1}, {m′, m+1′} as pair partitions) are a basis for a subalgebra of b′2m. Since
e′e′ = δee
′ then 1
δe
e′ is idempotent, and is the unit in this subalgebra. It may be
identified with the idempotent subalgebra b′′2m =
e
′
δe
b′2m(δ, δe, κ)
e
′
δe
. Since a white
loop appears automatically in every composition in this algebra, a better basis is
the set JBe2m of such diagrams each multiplied by
1
δe
. Then if no other loops appear
in composition the product of two basis elements is another basis element.
Remark: Actually the algebras b′2m(δ, δe, κ) and b
′
2m(δ, αδe, ακ) are readily seen to
be isomorphic for any invertible α (consider the isomorphic [37] presentational form
(2-7), for example). It is thus possible to replace b′2m(δ, δe, κ) with b
′
2m(δ, 1, δ
−1
e κ)
without loss of generality.
It will be evident from figure 2 that there is a set map
ρ− : JBe2m → J
B
2m−2
defined by simply removing the central upper ‘cup’ and lower ‘cap’ from the diagram
underlying each basis element (and discarding the factor 1
δe
). Indeed ρ− is a bijection.
We next extend this to an algebra map.
Proposition 5.0.4 The map ρ− extends K–linearly to an algebra isomorphism
ρ− :
e′
δe
b′2m(δ, δe, κ)
e′
δe
−→ b′2m−2(δ, κ, δe).
Proof: Consider ρ− extended in the obvious way to pseudodiagrams. Concatenation
of diagrams may be thought of as the first step in computing composition on both
sides, and commutes with ρ− (given the automatic cancellation of one loop with
a normalising factor on the domain side). The final step is interpretation of the
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pseudodiagram as a scalar multiple of the underlying basis element. This differs on
the range side, precisely in that the colour assigned to each loop is reversed (by the
cup/cap removal). 1 This difference is thus itself reversed by exchanging the roles
of δe and κ.
✷
For example, let a be a basis element with underlying diagram as shown in the
upper left of:
We see that the product on the left is a.a = κa (taking account of factors of 1
δe
).
The image ρ(a) is shown on the right, together with ρ(a).ρ(a) = δ˜eρ(a) (writing δ˜e
for the δe parameter in the image). Thus in order for ρ(a.a) = ρ(a).ρ(a) we require
δ˜e = κ.
On the other hand, with the basis elements indicated on the left in:
we have b.c = δec, while on the left ρ(b).ρ(c) = κ˜ρ(c). So we require κ˜ = δe, as
stated.
For the moment let us use the shorthandAm for b
′
2m(δ, δe, κ) andBm for b
′
2m(δ, κ, δe),
and ΛAm for an index set for simple modules of Am (and similarly for Bm). We may
now bring to bear the recollement part of the machinery described in [12] (summa-
rized in section 2). In particular note that Proposition 5.0.4 tells us the following.
Theorem 5.0.5 The category of left b′2m−2(δ, δe, κ)-modules is fully embedded in
the category of left b′2m(δ, κ, δe)-modules. ✷
1Consider the colouring of a pseudodiagram on the domain side of ρ−, which determines the
scalar factors there. If we think of trying to keep this colouring, then once the cup and cap are
removed the colour of the upper central interval (as used to determine scalar factors) is black,
not white. Obviously then, all colours are inverted, compared to what they would normally be
on the target side. Thus in particular central loops which would properly be white will be black,
and vice versa. Thus the map ρ− reverses all colours and will not extend naively to an algebra
homomorphism. Swapping the colours exchanges the roles of δe and κ, so we can fix this by defining
the extension as above for basis elements, but which maps scalar coefficients by exchanging the
roles of δe and κ.
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It follows (via proposition 2.0.1) that the simple modules S of the latter not obeying
e′S = 0 may be indexed by ΛBm−1. The simple modules obeying e
′S = 0 are also
simple modules of the quotient Am/Ame
′Am, but it is easy to see that this has
precisely one simple module (since Ame
′Am contains every diagram with fewer than
2m propagating lines).
In this way we derive the (well known) index set for simple modules of Am.
We also derive some striking results relating the homomorphisms between standard
modules for Am and Bm−1 which, while not revealing any homomorphisms which
were not already known, do reveal a layer of symmetry in the organisation of these
homomorphisms which has not been noted before. This structure is not needed
in the analysis of the blob algebra’s representation theory, but it raises the very
intriguing possibility of similar symmetries in (affine) Hecke algebra representation
theory. We will discuss this further elsewhere.
5.1 The bn version
With the benefit of hindsight we see that the recollement can be invoked directly
in bn. Let B
′
n be the subset of Bn consisting of elements in which both the string
containing vertex 1 and that containing vertex 1′ are decorated (of course this could
be the same string). Let Ben = {
1
δe
d | d ∈ B′n} ⊂ bn.
Define a map
ρ1 : B
e
n −→ Bn−1 (20)
as follows. For d ∈ B′n, consider the region of d with the western edge in its closure:
we have a sequence of one or more decorated lines reading clockwise around this
region, starting from the vertex 1 (ignore the undecorated ones). This sequence is of
the general form {1, i1}, {i2, i3}, . . . , {il, 1
′} (some possibly primed vertices i1, . . . , il),
or simply {1, 1′}. In the latter case, simply erase the (decorated) line {1, 1′}. Oth-
erwise, erase the sequence and replace with decorated lines {i1, i2}, . . . , {il−1, il}.
After suitable renumbering we have an element of Bn−1. This is ρ1(
1
δe
d).
The map is illustrated by the following example:
It will be evident that this map is a bijection.
Proposition 5.1.1 The map ρ1 extends K–linearly to an algebra isomorphism from
the subalgebra ben of bn(δ, δe, κ) spanned by B
e
n (with unit
1
δe
e) to bn−1(δ, κ, δe). That
is, ρ1 is an algebra isomorphism with δe and κ interchanged.
Proof: Consider Proposition 4.3.3 and Proposition 5.0.4. A short manipulation
of diagrams (in the diagram algebra sense) confirms that the following diagram is
commutative:
ben
ρ1

µ
// b′′2n
ρ−

bn−1 µ
// b′2n−2
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for the appropriate parameter values. ✷
The parameter change can be seen directly by considering multiplications in low n
cases. For example:
→
→
(21)
To implement the proposed normalisation, let us call the top left diagram d1 and
the bottom left d2. Then on the left, implementing the normalisation, we want to
consider d1
δe
d2
δe
= δ
3
e
δ2e
eU2U4 = δ
2
e
eU2U4
δe
. The figure shows that the left-hand side of
this identity passes to κ2U1U3 under ρ1, while the right-hand side passes directly
to δ2eU1U3. Here we see that, allowing for the normalisation of the first blob as
an idempotent, on the left we pick up a factor δ2e , and on the right a factor κ
2.
Meanwhile
→
→
(22)
has κ2 on the left but δ2e on the right.
6 Symplectic blob algebras
In this section we define several new algebras with the same flavour as bn, and relate
them to other algebras studied in the literature (cf. [49, 48]).
The first step is to define an appropriate class of pseudodiagrams, which compose by
concatenation. Then we define a reduction of pseudodiagrams into scalar multiples
of basic diagrams, so that composition reduces to an algebra multiplication.
6.1 Pseudodiagram categories
A TL pseudodiagram is a TL diagram possibly including closed loops. NB, loops
cannot move isotopically over lines, so the set of (n,m) TL pseudodiagrams is larger
than the subset of Do(V nm) with no beads.
Definition 6.1.1 [42, §2.3] A (left) blob pseudodiagram is a TL pseudodiagram in
which any left 0-covered arc may be decorated with a (left-)blob.
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There is a corresponding notion of right blob pseudodiagrams. A left-right blob
pseudodiagram is a pseudodiagram which may have left and right-blob decorations,
so long as every decorated arc may be deformed to touch its appropriate edge si-
multaneously. Write H(n,m) for the set of (n,m)-pseudodiagrams of this kind.
Provided they have the right number of vertices, these planar pseudodiagrams
may be composed by extending the usual diagram concatenation (14). That is, con-
catenate concrete representations to give a concrete representative of the composite.
Lemma 6.1.2 This composite is well defined (i.e. independent of the choice of
representatives), associative and unital.
Proof: The argument of Proposition 3.1.2 is not affected by the need to take account
of isotopy classes distinguished by the embedding of closed loops. ✷
Further
Proposition 6.1.3 The composition of an (n, l)– and an (l, m)–pseudodiagram of
the same type (ordinary, blob, left-right blob) is an (n,m)–pseudodiagram of that
type. For each type the triple (N,H, ◦) is a category, where H(n,m) is the set of
morphisms for n,m ∈ N.
Note that there are unboundedly many pseudodiagrams of each type. Various fea-
tures can appear (repeatedly) in pseudodiagrams, such as:
(δ) undecorated loops;
(δL, δR) consecutive runs of two left or right-blobs on the same arc (LL or RR);
(κL, κR) loops decorated with a left or right-blob;
(κLR) loops decorated with a left and a right-blob (NB, LRLR sequences are not
possible on loops, so it is always possible to arrange blobs on loops into at most two
same-type runs);
(kL) in a pseudodiagram with unique propagating line; this line can have LRL (resp.
RLR) sequences on it.
It will be convenient to be able to refer to these features by the set of shorthand
names indicated: PB := {δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR, kL}.
Proposition 6.1.4 For given (n,m), there are only finitely many diagrams with
none of the features in PB.
Proof: Note that there are only finitely many underlying (undecorated) TL shapes
possible, since all possible decorated loops are excluded. Then only finitely many
decorations of the lines in these loop free shapes remain. ✷
For example in case (1, 1) every diagram has underlying TL diagram with just
one string. The R,L-word on this string is one of {∅, L, R, LR,RL}.
Definition 6.1.5 A left-right blob diagram is a pseudodiagram in which none of
the features above occur. The set of left-right blob diagrams with m vertices on the
northern edge and m vertices on the southern edge is denoted Bx
′
m.
This set Bx
′
m is thus the set of diagrams whose underlying TL diagram has no loops,
and where each western exposed line may be decorated with at most one left blob,
and each eastern exposed line may be decorated with at most one right blob, subject
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to the condition that it must be possible to deform each blob to its appropriate edge
simultaneously without lines crossing. Each diagram has a representation as a pair
partition with decorations, much as in the bn case except that decorations R and
even LR and RL may be possible. For example
{{1, 2}LR, {1
′, 2′}LR} ∈ B
x′
2
More generally, focusing on L-decorated pairs, the simultaneous deformation re-
quirement gives the following.
Proposition 6.1.6 If d ∈ Bx
′
m and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , m} then:
(i, j)LR a pair part in d implies i < j are the two largest unprimed numbers in the
list of L-decorated pairs;
(i, j′)LR or (i, j
′)RL a pair part in d implies i (respectively j
′) is the largest unprimed
(respectively primed) number in the list of L-decorated pairs;
(i′, j′)LR a pair part in d implies i < j are the two largest primed numbers in the list
of L-decorated pairs.
Thus
Corollary 6.1.7 At most two Rs can appear in the list of L-decorated pairs in
d ∈ Bx
′
m, and then precisely in the situation of the following figure.
C
B
A
D
(23)
Note that in pictures we use a solid blob for L and ◦ for R.
Definition 6.1.8 The set Bxm is obtained from B
x′
m by discarding the diagrams of
the type shown in (23).
6.2 Initial pseudodiagram reduction
Let d be a pseudodiagram. Write
d
x
❀ d′ (x ∈ PB)
if d, d′ differ by removal of one corresponding loop or, respectively, L,R-string re-
placement: LL❀ L, RR❀ R, LRL❀ L, RLR❀ R.
It will be evident that all maximal chains of relations
δ
❀ starting from d end in
a diagram with no δ-loops, and are of the same length — call this length #δ(d); and
that #δL(d), #δR(d) may be defined similarly. Indeed
Proposition 6.2.1 For any d there is always a chain of relations, with each relation
some
x
❀ (x ∈ PB), ending in a diagram with none of the identified features. There
are in general multiple such chains from d, but every one ends in the same ‘reduced’
diagram — call it r(d). Each such chain for d has the same number of links of the
form
x
❀ for given x ∈ PB.
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This number of links defines #x(d) for each x ∈ PB.
Proof: Note that the reductions are of two types: those that shorten the sequence
of decorations on some arc of some line; and those that remove a loop. Both types
are localised to individual lines (leaving all other structure unchanged), so we may
talk of individual lines as being ‘locally’ reduced. Note also that loop removals only
apply to loops that are locally reduced. Thus we may consider the reduction of
each individual line. On each line we have a simple Bergman diamond [5] for the
reduction of sequences of Ls and Rs. The only ambiguity is the reduction of LRLR
to LR via LRL or RLR replacement, but both of these has x = kL.
Once line-local reductions are complete, the loop removal process is immediate.
✷
6.3 Towards finite and localisable algebras
Note that if #(a) is the number of occurences of any given one of the features PB
in pseudodiagram a, then
#(ab) ≥ #(a) + #(b)
With this in mind, we can set out to define a finite dimensional algebra of diagrams
(with fixed number of northern and southern vertices) by applying a quotient rule
which equivalences a pseudodiagram with some such feature with a scalar multiple
of the same diagram but with this feature excised or replaced as in
x
❀. Thus
LL = δLL (24)
LRL = kLL (25)
and so on, replacing each feature in PB with a correspondingly named scalar:
d = kdr(d) (26)
where kd =
∏
x∈PB
x#x(d). (Note that this is not a unique finitising procedure — for
example we could omit the excision of RLR, to leave a slightly larger but still finite
quotient.)
The set Bx
′
m is a basis for the proposed finite-dimensional quotient algebra. To
see that this quotient is internally consistent note that composition proceeds by con-
catenation to produce a pseudodiagram, which is then reduced using the relations.
This reduction is consistent by Proposition 6.2.1.
Ab initio one might try to assign a different scalar parameter to the given LRL
and RLR reductions, but they are related by commuting diagram:
LRLR
yyss
ss
ss
ss
s
RLR=kRR %%K
KK
KK
KK
KK
kLLR kRLR
Note that it is not possible to reduce the occurrence of LRL (or RLR) in a loop
using kL (= kR) since this requires that the LRL reside on the only propagating
line, so there is no return route to complete the loop. Indeed kL never occurs in
even index (even m) algebras, while κLR only occurs in even index algebras (no
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propagating line can pass either to the left or to the right of the loop). It will turn
out to be appropriate to set
κLR = kL (27)
as can thus be done without loss of generality.
At this stage we define algebra bx
′
m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) to be the quotient of the
linear extension of the pseudodiagram composition by the relations (24), (25) and
so on associated to the
x
❀ relations. The following is clear.
Proposition 6.3.1 There is an algebra monomorphism
bm(δ, δL, κL) →֒ b
x′
m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR)
that takes e 7→ L1. ✷
We want to define an algebra (the symplectic blob algebra) that will be the quo-
tient of bx
′
m by some small set of further relations, chosen so as to make the repre-
sentation theory of the algebra tractable by localisability. (These relations will also
turn out to make contact with some other interesting algebras; see section 7.) That
is, following the remarks in section 5.1 we may determine the structure of such an
algebra at level m by constructing an idempotent subalgebra isomorphic to some
known algebra (i.e. some version of the level m − 1 algebra, known by inductive
hypothesis) — the localisation of the algebra under consideration.
Before passing to a localisable quotient, note that bx
′
n is a quotient of the affine-C
Hecke algebra defined in section 1.1:
Proposition 6.3.2 The map ui 7→ Ui (n > i > 0), u0 7→ e (left-blob), un 7→ f
(right-blob), extends to an algebra homomorphism φ from T (Cˆn)(q0, q1, qx) to b
x′
n in
case q = q1, δL = q0 + q
−1
0 , δR = qx + q
−1
x , κL =
q2
0
+q2
q0q
, and κR =
q2x+q
2
qxq
.
Proof: The relation checking is largely routine. Note from (1) that φ(u1u0u1 −
q2
0
+q2
1
q0q1
u1) vanishing is sufficient to ensure φ(EB2) = φ(u0(u1u0u1−
q2
0
+q2
1
q0q1
u1)) = 0, and
similarly with u0, q0 replaced by un, qx. ✷
This is closely analogous to the connection between the blob algebra and type-B
Hecke algebra (Proposition 1.1.1), which has allowed the localisability of the blob to
be used to investigate the representation theory of that Hecke algebra [11].
6.4 Combinatorial localisation
By analogy with section 5.1, we may form the subset Bx
′e
m of diagrams (normalised
by 1/δe = 1/δL as before) in which the string(s) involving vertices 1 and 1
′ are
decorated (with L).
The set Bxem is the subset of B
x′e
m whose underlying diagrams are elements of B
x
m.
Our relations imply that this subset Bx
′e
m spans a subalgebra. The question is:
How do we construct an isomorphism between this subalgebra (or a ‘large’ quotient)
and the algebra at level m − 1? (Note that this choice of idempotent subalgebra
breaks the left-right symmetry of the algebra — so there is a corresponding R–
based formulation.)
To address this we first construct set maps between these algebras’ basis dia-
grams.
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Definition 6.4.1 Let H(m,m)e denote the subset of H(m,m) in which the string(s)
involving vertices 1 and 1′ are L-decorated, and Ho(m,m) the subset with no loops
and no multiple L-decorations on the same segment, and Ho(m,m)
c = Ho(m,m) ∩
H(m,m)e.
Let ρ˜ denote the direct extension of the ρ1 map (20) for bn to B
x′e
m . That is
ρ˜ : Bx
′e
m → H(m− 1, m− 1)
Examples:
(28)
(29)
Note that the range is not Bx
′
m−1, because segments with decoration RLR are
possible, as (28) illustrates.
Definition 6.4.2 Let
ρ∗ : Bxm−1 → {
1
δL
p | p ∈ H(m,m)e}
be defined as follows. If d has no L decorations then it maps to the same diagram
but with a propagating L-decorated line on the left. Otherwise deform all blobs to
just outside the western edge; cut the blobs off — so some positive even number of
lines now end at the western edge; deform the top and bottom-most of these lines so
that they end on the top and bottom edge respectively; L-decorate these lines; and
reclose the remaining western endpoints with L-decorated arcs in adjacent pairs in
the only possible way.
Proposition 6.4.3 The map ρ˜ restricts to a bijection:
ρ˜ : Bxem → B
x
m−1
with inverse ρ∗.
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Proof: First note that if d has {1, 1′} as L-decorated pair the result ρ∗(ρ˜(d)) = d is
clear from the definitions.
For d ∈ Bxem let {1, i1}, . . . , {il, 1
′} be the L-decorated pairs. By Corollary 6.1.7 at
most one of these is R-decorated — {ir, ir+1} say. Then ρ˜(d) has the same (suitably
relabeled) non-L-decorated pairs, and the L-decorated pairs {i1, i2}, . . . , {il−1, il};
with the further R-decoration (if any) on {ir−1, ir} or {ir+1, ir+2} as appropriate:
(30)
Note that this establishes that ρ˜(Bxem ) ⊆ B
x
m−1.
For d ∈ Bxm−1 let {i1, i2}, . . . , {il−1, il} be the list of L-decorated pairs. As before
there is at most one R-decoration in this list, on {ir−1, ir} say. Then ρ
∗(d) has the
same non-L-decorated pairs as d, and L-decorated pairs {1, i1}, . . . , {il, 1
′}. It has at
most one further R, on {ir−2, ir−1} or {ir, ir+1} as appropriate. Note that it follows
that ρ∗(Bxm−1) ⊆ B
xe
m .
Considering ρ∗(ρ˜(d)) then, the lists of L-decorated (and undecorated) pairs are
manifestly restored. The location of the R-decoration (if any) in the L-decorated
list may be seen to be restored by considering the four cases in Proposition 6.1.6
(illustrated above).
A similar argument shows the right inverse property. ✷
Remark: Map ρ˜ extends in the obvious way to a map from H(m,m)e to H(m −
1, m − 1) — it is only necessary further to specify that every blob deformation (in
the sense of the illustration to the definition of ρ1) that is not on a closed loop,
except the lowest such, passes to the north of every blob deformation that is — see
the figure below for an illustration.
Map ρ∗ extends in the obvious way to the domain H(m − 1, m − 1), provided
again that closed loops are unambiguously treated in the deformation process — let
us say that they are deemed to congregate in the north-west.
The extended map ρ˜ is illustrated by the following example:
Note that we have
H(m,m)e
ρ˜
→ H(m− 1, m− 1)
ρ∗
→H(m,m)e
but the two maps are not inverse with this domain and range, because of the nec-
essarily arbitrary choice of treatment of closed loops. With the choice specified,
ρ∗(ρ˜(d)) is similar to d, except that all ‘extra’ blobs are gathered on the top left line,
regardless of where they where in d.
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6.5 Algebra localisation and the symplectic blob algebra
The obvious candidate to construct our algebra isomorphism is ρ˜ on Bx
′e
m . But note
that the range is not Bx
′
m−1 here, and this is not a bijection. Consider the examples
in (28) (neglecting the 1/δe factor for the moment): Note that the right hand side
of the bottom example in (28) is kL times the right hand side of the upper example
(by the RLR relation). Thus if we want to have an isomorphism we must require
the same of the left hand sides, that is, we must impose a further quotient relation.
This means in particular that we eliminate the diagram with two double-decorated
lines from the basis.
Definition 6.5.1 The ‘topological’ quotient of bx
′
m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) is defined
by
κLR
B
C
D
A
C
B
A
D
(31)
Here each labelled shaded area is shorthand for a certain subdiagram. Thus each
diagram restricts to the same subdiagram in the shaded region marked A (resp. B,
C, D), but (31) represents an identity for each such arrangement. (Note that in C
and D there must be a route for the adjacent blob to the edge, hence no propagating
lines. Indeed there are no propagating lines at all on the right hand side)
Definition 6.5.2 Define the symplectic blob algebra bxm(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) to be
the quotient of bx
′
m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) by the additional set of relations (31).
Proposition 6.5.3 The set Bxm is a basis for b
x
m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR).
Proof: We use Bergman’s diamond lemma [5].
Let us define the height of a (pseudo)diagram to be the sum of the number of
loops and the number of decorations. We observe that all the nontrivial relations
alter the height of a diagram. This is easily checked except in the case of the
topological relation, in which case two of the decorations are removed. The vertical
edges shown on the left hand diagram D0 in Definition 6.5.1 are the only vertical
edges in D0, and thus these edges can only participate in a total of one loop in a
product D1D0D2 containing D0. This means that at most one loop can be deleted
when applying the topological relation to reduce the number of decorations, and
thus that the height decreases by at least 2− 1 = 1.
We may now choose a semigroup order, <, on the corresponding free diagram
algebra in such a way that smaller diagrams have strictly smaller height. We aim
to conclude that a minimal diagram in this sense is a basis element. To do so, we
need to worry about inclusion ambiguities (of which there are none) and overlap
ambiguities. (We are assuming familiarity with Bergman’s set-up.) Imagine that
the diagrams shown in Definition 6.5.1 are sandwiched between other diagrams to
the top and bottom in a triple product.
There is nothing to check for kL-type relations, because they cannot occur in
“even index” algebras, which is where this problem arises.
The κL and κR relations cause no problem because they commute with the
topological relation.
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The δL and δR relations also commute with the topological relation, because they
never remove the last L (respectively, R) decoration.
The δ relation is easy to deal with because it cannot interact with the topological
relation, and thus the relations commute.
The only nontrivial case is the κLR relation:
Suppose the top of the right hand side of Definition 6.5.1 is part of a κLR-type
loop. Then we have a choice: we can contract the κLR loop first and then apply
the topological relation, or vice versa. The ambiguity is resolvable here, however,
because the region A (plus whatever is just above it) can only be a disjoint collection
of undecorated loops, so they can be deleted and then recreated anywhere in the
diagram where they will not cause an intersection.
A similar case deals with the region B and a κLR loop at the bottom.
If there is a κLR feature on the left hand side, then there must be two such
features on the right hand side, and a similar argument again applies.
According to Bergman’s diamond lemma, we can conclude that the minimal
diagrams in this “height” sense are a basis, as desired. ✷
Proposition 6.5.4 Provided that δL = δe is invertible, the map ρ˜ extends to an
isomorphism
e bxm(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) e
∼= bxm−1(δ, κL, δR, δL, κR, κLR)
Proof: We have to check ρ˜(d1d2) = ρ˜(d1)ρ˜(d2). Composition on both sides begins
with pseudodiagram concatenation — so it remains to check that pseudodiagram
reduction is consistent. This is a routine ‘diagram chase’ similar to the blob case.
The difference is that there are Rs present — these largely play no role, except that
the κLR reduction on the left becomes a kL reduction on the right,
and vice versa (however note that these matters are already resolved by our identi-
fication of these parameters in (27)). ✷
See (21) and (22) for diagrams exemplifying the parameter change. Also:
illustrating that δL and κL are swapped.
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Note that bxm is a radical departure from the original blob algebra, in that the
topological quotient mixes between diagrams with different numbers of ‘propagating
lines’. This appears to deny us a powerful tool in representation theory (cf. [41]).
However, we will determine the structure of this algebra by appealing to a slightly
different realisation.
To reiterate: Just as the blob algebra is isomorphic to the 0-cover m = 2 contour
algebra, so the idea of the east-west composite m = 2 contour algebra (that is the
variation in which lines which are 0-covered to the east or the west may be decorated
with a left (respectively right) blob) also turns out to include a rather interesting
case. There are a couple of ways in which such an algebra can be defined. Firstly
note that some lines, in some diagrams, are 0-covered both to east and to west.
Then left and right-blobs can meet on such a line. In general we will consider them
to be distinct, and even noncommuting on the line. Consider the case in which we
disallow multiple decorations with the property that it is not possible to deform
both the east leaning blob to the eastern edge and the west leaning blob to the
western edge simultaneously.
7 Affine symmetric TL algebra
One reason why this algebra bxm is interesting is the existence of a doubled version of
the unfolding map µ. As with µ on Bm, the western blobs in an element of B
x
m may
again be used to map the diagram into left-right symmetric versions (so far still with
eastern blobs, now with mirror images) about a reflection wall corresponding to the
western edge. If we play the same game with eastern blobs we have another reflection
wall corresponding to the eastern edge, which is thus affine in the affine reflection
group sense [27]! Altogether we have a fundamental domain (as it were) between
these two reflection walls, with a mirror image on each side (and then repeated
reflections beyond). Obviously then, the mirror image on the right is a translate of
that on the left and we have periodicity. Here is an example (the embossed letter
‘R’ added to the fundamental rectangle in this figure is only intended to emphasise
the mirror images):
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(Note as before that this is a well defined construct on isotopy classes.) We observe
that the resultant diagram is an element of Dpc
′
2m, the set of periodic TL diagrams
with 2m vertices along each edge in the fundamental period (see §3.5). We denote
by µx this unfolding map:
µx : Bxm −→ D
pc′
2m.
7.1 On properties of the unfolding map µx
We can extend µx K-linearly into a map from the algebra bxm to KD
pc′
2m. It takes
the generator Ui in that algebra to a product UiU−i (in a suitable labelling) in D
pc′
2m,
and so on. In other words we have a left-right symmetric subquotient-algebra of a
periodic TL diagram algebra.
Here is an example, of µx mapping to the cylinder realisation, viewing the cylin-
der along the axis, so that it appears as an annulus:
Definition 7.1.1 Let Dφ2m denote the set of left-right symmetric periodic diagrams
contained in Dpc
′
2m. (NB, noncontractible loops are still possible in D
φ
2m.)
There is a subalgebra of the periodic algebra spanned by Dφ2m. It will be evident
from the illustration above that µx(Bxm) lies in this set.
Note further that these diagrams can be two-coloured like ordinary TL diagrams.
(Periodic diagrams with odd numbers of vertices cannot be two-coloured on the
cylinder or annulus without a cohomology seam, but this need not concern us here.)
For definiteness we fix that the region touching the interval of the northern edge
(which becomes the inner edge in the annular realisation) astride the 0-reflection
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line is coloured white. For example
1−reflection line
0−reflection line
Note that there is a subset of these left-right symmetric periodic diagrams with the
property that the induced colouring of the intervals of the southern edge coincides
with that on the northern edge. (Note that this is a proper subset in general, since it
is possible to draw a symmetric periodic diagram in which precisely one line crosses
the reflection line.) Diagrams with this property are called colouring composable
(CC) diagrams because, when they are concatenated in the usual way (top edge to
bottom edge, or inner edge to outer edge in the annular realisation) the colouring
we have specified gives colours that agree across the join. It follows that the set of
colouring composable diagrams again spans a subalgebra. It will be evident that
µx(Bxm) lies in this set (since µ
x drags finite decorated segments of decorated lines
out of the diagram, creating pairs of crossings of the reflection line).
To see that the image µx(Bxm) generates a quotient of the corresponding subal-
gebra of the periodic algebra, we should explicitly consider the image in the set Dφ2m
of symmetric periodic diagrams described above.
Proposition 7.1.2 The map µx : Bxm −→ D
φ
2m is injective.
Proof: The map is reversible at the point of deforming a blob out of the frame, so
the issue is if isotopy on the target side can equivalence two diagrams. However no
contractible loops are produced from diagrams in Bxm, so no such isotopy can arise.
✷
Note that this map is not surjective on arbitrary CC symmetric periodic dia-
grams, since the maximum number of noncontractible loops is 1 in the image. The
quotients associated to the parameters kL and κLR on the blob side both have the
effect of replacing a pair of noncontractible loops with the factor κLR.
7.2 Periodic pseudodiagram reduction
Recall from section 3.2 that a periodic pseudodiagram is the generalisation of an or-
dinary pseudodiagram from a rectangular to a cylindrical geometry (or unboundedly
wide rectangles with finite periodic repetition).
Here we will restrict to even period left-right symmetric colouring composable
pseudodiagrams. (Periodic left-right symmetric is the same as affine symmetric, as
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already noted.) Write CC2m for the set of these pseudodiagrams with period 2m.
We will colour such that the central northern interval is white.
As usual these diagrams are isotopy classes of concrete diagrams. But as in
section 4.2, having taken a subset we have the option of correspondingly strength-
ening the notion of isotopy. Here we consider isotopies that preserve the symmetry.
(Note, then, that CC2m is not the same thing as the subset of general periodic
pseudodiagrams with symmetric representative elements, where a diagram with two
contractible loops on either side of the reflection line is isotopic to one with two
contractible loops both astride the reflection line.)
Composition on CC2m is defined as before.
Proposition 7.2.1 The following list of features of concrete pseudodiagrams are
preserved by the CC2m isotopy in this setting, and hence can be considered to appear
(with well defined multiplicities) in these pseudodiagrams:
(δ) symmetric pair of loops (one each side of the symmetry line — the 0-reflection
line);
(δ′L) white loop astride the 0-reflection line;
(κ′L) black loop astride the 0-reflection line;
(δ′R) white (m even) (respectively black (m odd)) loop astride the 1-reflection line;
(κ′R) black (m even) (respectively white (m odd)) loop astride the 1-reflection line;
(κ′) pair of noncontractible loops. (Two such loops are ‘adjacent’ if they may be
deformed to touch, and the pair is called black (respectively white) if one is on the
black (respectively white) side of the partition formed by the other.) ✷
Let us write Bφ2m for the subset of pseudodiagrams in CC2m with none of these
features. For given period n there are finitely many such pseudodiagrams.
Define a map
ν : CC2m → D
o(V )|S={b,w}
(that is, Do(V ) with two types of decoration) as follows. Given a diagram in CC2m
consider the ur-diagram which is the strip between the 0-reflection line on the left
and the 1-reflection line on the right (so the affine reflection group orbit of this strip
is the whole diagram). By the CC condition there are an even number of lines leaving
the strip through the 0-reflection line (and similalrly for the 1-reflection line). Thus
the lines leaving the strip through the 0-reflection line may be collected into pairs,
such that the two lines in a pair are consecutive on the reflection line. This means
that they can be brought arbitrarily close together at the reflection line. Joining
each such pair with a blob (and similarly with a white-blob at the 1-reflection line)
we get an element of Do(V ).
Note that ν is not injective on CC2m. A diagram with two non-contractible
loops and a (mirror) pair of contractible loops above them is mapped to the same
element of Do(V ) as a diagram with two non-contractible loops and a (mirror) pair
of contractible loops below them.
Lemma 7.2.2 The maps ν and µx induce a bijection between Bxm and B
φ
2m.
Proof: Firstly note that ν ◦ µx is the identity map on Bxm (ν is the reverse of µ
x,
which is injective).
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Secondly, consider d ∈ CC2m \ B
φ
2m. It has at least one of the listed features.
It is routine to check that each of these produces at least one contractible loop in
ν(d). Thus ν(µx(Bxm) \B
φ
2m) does not intersect B
x
m. But by the previous paragraph
ν(µx(Bxm) \B
φ
2m) is contained in B
x
m, so it is empty. Thus µ
x(Bxm) ⊆ B
φ
2m.
Next we show that ν(Bφ2m) ⊂ B
x
m. First consider d ∈ ν(B
φ
2m) that does not have
any non-contractible loops. Any line in d starting at the northern edge, say, and
crossing the 0 or 1 line cannot be propagating, and will have a corresponding line
starting at the northern or southern edge paired to it by the CC’ness of d. Thus no
string in ν(d) has more than one blob on it, and thus ν(d) ∈ Bxm. If d ∈ ν(B
φ
2m) does
have a (necessarily unique) non-contractible loop, then this line under ν becomes
part of the unique propagating line and is decorated by exactly one black and one
white blob. All other blobs come from non-propagating lines combining in pairs as
before.
It is easy to see that µx ◦ ν|Bφ
2m
is the identity map. Thus ν is injective when
restricted to Bφ2m. Thus finally the two sets have the same cardinality. ✷
Denote by bφ2m(δ, δ
′
L, δ
′
R, κ
′
L, κ
′
R, κ
′) the quotient of the K-algebra spanned by
CC2m by the relations that each feature itemised in Proposition 7.2.1 may be re-
moved at the cost of introducing a scalar factor as indicated in Proposition 7.2.1 in
brackets (each such factor then appearing, note, as an argument to bφ2m).
Since all of the features of pseudodiagrams in Proposition 7.2.1 have multiplicity
weakly increasing in composition we have
Proposition 7.2.3 The affine symmetric TL algebra bφ2m(δ, δ
′
L, δ
′
R, κ
′
L, κ
′
R, κ
′) has
basis Bφ2m.
Proof: One uses Bergman’s diamond lemma much as in Proposition 6.5.3. ✷
Again this is not the only way to produce a finite rank quotient. For example κ′
could be for the excision of black pairs only (see also [40]). However
Proposition 7.2.4 The map µx extends to an algebra isomorphism
µx : bxm −→ b
φ
2m
with the obvious identification of parameters.
Proof: Note from the construction that ν commutes with diagram composition,
considered as a map from CC2m to D
o(V ). It remains to show that the two different
kinds of pseudodiagram reduction yield the same factors on each side. Applying ν
to a diagram with two non-contractible loops will give a diagram with a loop with
both types of decoration on it — thus we set κ′ = κLR.
Applying ν to a diagram with a pair of contractible loops will give a diagram with
an undecorated loop — reduction on either side gives a factor δ.
Applying ν to a diagram with a white loop astride the 0-line will give a diagram
with a line with two left-blobs on it — thus we set δ′L = δL.
Applying ν to a diagram with a black loop astride the 0-line will give a diagram
with a loop with a left-blob on it — thus we set κ′L = κL.
The loops astride the 1-line pass across similarly. ✷
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Remark: Note that bx
′
m does not map injectively into b
φ
2m without the ‘topological’
quotient, since
(32)
We will see that even before the quotient the affine symmetric subalgebra is not
complicated by as many ‘infinities’ as the ordinary periodic TLA. We will also see
that it is amenable to the same recollement treatment as the non-affine case above.
The claim is that the set of diagrams that contain a cup and cap astride the 0-
reflection line is a subset that spans an (idempotent) subalgebra (a similar statement
holds for the 1-reflection line). There is a bijective map into the set of all diagrams
with one fewer vertex on each side obtained by simply removing this cup and cap.
In order to elevate this to the status of an algebra homomorphism we will again
have to take care with the parameters.
8 Representation theory of ASTLA
In what follows f corresponds to the right blob, in the way that e (or e′) corresponds
to the left blob:
f 7→
1−reflection line
0−reflection line
8.1 General and generic results
Assume that δL is invertible in K. Let ρ
′ : Dφ2m−2 −→
1
δL
Dφ2m ⊂ KD
φ
2m denote the
map that inserts a cup and cap astride the 0-reflection line and then rescales by 1
δL
.
Note that the map ρ′ is injective, with image the set of all (rescaled) diagrams
in Dφ2m with a cup and cap astride the 0-reflection line. Thus ρ
′(Bφ2m−2) spans the
subalgebra e
′
δL
bφ2m(δ, ...)
e
′
δL
of bφ2m in a similar way to the ordinary blob case.
Let ρ denote the map on ρ′(Dφ2m−2) that removes this cup and cap and normali-
sation (inverse to ρ′).
Proposition 8.1.1 The map ρ extends to an algebra isomorphism
e′ bφ2m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) e
′ ρ−→ bφ2m−2(δ, κL, δR, δL, κR, κLR). (33)
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Proof: This follows from Propositions 6.5.4 and 7.2.4. However it is useful to sketch
a direct proof analogous to Proposition 5.0.4.
In order to readily distinguish δL and κL in the periodic realisation it is again
useful to two-colour the diagrams. As before we set the interior of the region whose
closure includes the northern interval astride the 0-reflection line to white. Then
δL loops of b
φ
2m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) are white loops astride this line. The colour
of the corresponding interval (and hence loops) astride the 1-reflection line depends
on whether m is odd or even. (Thus the image of f.f = δRf is a black loop if m is
odd.)
As in the ordinary blob case, comparing ρ(a)ρ(b) to ρ(ab) the underlying dia-
grams agree, and there is a correspondence between the loops produced on each side,
but the cup and cap removal means that they all change colour. Thus, on applying
ρ to a pseudodiagram (a diagram with loops which reduce to scalars), the roles of
δL and κL are interchanged. As for δR and κR, there is a colour change due to ρ,
which nominally interchanges them, but ρ also changes m between odd and even,
changing back. Altogether, we have ρ(a)ρ(b) = ρ(ab) with ρ as in (33). ✷
We could bring the two sides of (33) closer together by making further con-
strained parameter choices. However, here we will concentrate on the generic case,
i.e. working with field k = C, so that parameter space can be endowed with the
Zariski topology, we assume that Zariski open subsets of points in parameter space
all have basically the same representation theory (in the sense that the basis for sim-
ple module Mλ (say) is in each case the image of the same module basis over ground
ring K under MKλ 7→ k ⊗K M
K
λ by specialisation). We will verify this assumption
shortly. Under this assumption we may consider a single meta-category bφ2m-mod of
left modules for bφ2m. Then by (8)
Proposition 8.1.2 Map (33) provides a full embedding G of bφ2m−2-mod in b
φ
2m-mod.
✷
This means in particular that we can construct prestandard modules by a recursive
procedure. (NB, much representation theory can still be done with the restrictions
on the field imposed here removed, but at considerable cost in brevity.)
Theorem 8.1.3 An index set for equivalence classes of simple bφ2m-modules for
generic parameters is {0} for m = 0; and Λφm = {−m,−m + 1, .., 0, .., m − 1}
for m > 0.
Proof: By Proposition 2.0.1 there is for each simple module (irreducible represen-
tation) Sλ(2m− 2) in b
φ
2m−2-mod a simple module in b
φ
2m-mod which is the head of
prestandard module G(Sλ) (using the G corresponding to (33)).
The simple modules not constructed in this way are those S obeying eS = 0.
Since U1eU1 ∼ U1 the element U1 acts as zero in such representations, and hence so
do all the Uis. Thus only 1 and (possibly) f are (represented by) non-zero. Since
f is (pre) idempotent there are precisely two such simple modules in general, both
one-dimensional, one where f is zero (which module we will give the label λ = −m)
and the other not (which module we will give the label λ = m − 1). (NB the
‘bootstrap’ case at m = 1 is the exception, since there, uniquely, fef ∼ f and f ∼= 0
is also forced.) ✷
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8.2 Combinatorics of the basis Bφ2m
Note that if a diagram in Bφ2m has any propagating lines then it has at least two (by
the symmetry), and that there is a unique mirror image pair that can be deformed
to touch the 0-reflection line at some point — the pair ‘closest’ to the 0-reflection
line. There is thus a unique region of the diagram that touches both elements of
this pair and contains a segment of the 0-reflection line. This region can be black
or white. We will call it the inner region (and call the pair of lines the inner lines).
One way of organising diagrams into subsets is by the number of propagating
lines. Within this, we may subdivide the set of those with 2l > 0 propagating lines
into those in which the inner region is black or white. Let us denote these subsets
Bφ2m[±l] respectively (note that this works at l = +0 = −0 since there is no inner
region there).
For example:
Bφ2m[−m] = {1}; B
φ
2m[−(m− 1)] = {f}; B
φ
2m[m− 1] = {e}. (34)
Remark: It is necessary to have such a labelling scheme for these subsets, and this
scheme will serve our purposes. However, it is not canonical.
Following [41] let us write #(d) for the number of propagating lines in diagram
d. Similarly we extend this to apply to any scalar multiple of d, so that #(dd′)
is defined for any two diagrams d, d′. We write ci(d) ∈ {b, w} for the inner region
colour of d (and again similarly for dd′).
Lemma 8.2.1 For all d, d′
(1) We have #(dd′) ≤ #(d).
(2) If #(dd′) = #(d) then ci(dd
′) = ci(d).
Proof: (1) is straightforward. (2) Suppose that a certain pair of lines are inner in
d. These lines are still identifiable beginning at the northern edge of dd′ (which is
inherited from d). If they remain inner in the extension of d by d′ then obviously
the colour is unchanged. On the other hand if they are not inner in dd′ then they
are no longer propagating and #(dd′) < #(d). ✷
For l ≥ 0 define
BBφ2m(l) =
⋃
0≤j≤l
(
Bφ2m[j] ∪ B
φ
2m[−j]
)
and Bφ2m(0) = B
φ
2m[0] and for l ≥ 1
Bφ2m(±l) = B
φ
2m[±l] ∪BB
φ
2m(l − 1).
Proposition 8.2.2 For l ∈ {−m,−m + 1, ..., m − 1} the set Bφ2m(l) is a basis for
an ideal of bφ2m, and the subset structure
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passes to a subideal structure (over any ring).
Proof: This follows directly from Lemma 8.2.1. ✷
Let us name the subideals Iφ2m(l) = kB
φ
2m(l). Noting this structure, associate a
partial order ✁ to Λφm by l ✁ l
′ if and only if |l| < |l′| (NB, this order is not total).
We then define Iφ2m[l] as the l-th section of this ideal structure, that is
Iφ2m[l] =


kBφ2m(l)/kBB
φ
2m(−l − 1) l < 0
kBφ2m(l) l = 0
kBφ2m(l)/kBB
φ
2m(l − 1) l > 0.
Note that Iφ2m[l] has basis B
φ
2m[l] (where the action is the algebra multiplication, but
taking account of the quotient).
Next we want to decompose these sections as left-modules, and equip their com-
ponent modules with an inner product.
Half-diagrams:
Note that it is always possible to cut a diagram d ∈ Bφ2m from the eastern to the
western edge in such a way that only propagating lines are cut (and these exactly
once each). Note, however, that this process is not always unique (even up to
isotopy), since some diagrams with no propagating lines contain a noncontractible
loop, which could lie above or below the cut. However, considering the set of half-
diagrams produced in this way ignoring any noncontractible line, any top-bottom
pair of half-diagrams with the same number of propagating lines, and inner region
colour if defined, can always be recombined to produce a full CC diagram, and
in exactly one way, with the caveat that the CC requirement will determine if a
noncontractible loop must be inserted. We will call any such loop a belt.
Let us denote by |Bφ2m[l]〉 the set of upper half diagrams associated to B
φ
2m[l] (any
l), and by |d〉 (the “ket”) the upper half diagram obtained from diagram d (write
〈d| (the “bra”) for the corresponding lower half diagram). There is an obvious
isomorphism of the set |Bφ2m[l]〉 with the set of bottom halves 〈B
φ
2m[l]|, obtained by
reflecting in an east-west line, that is, |a〉
∼
7→ 〈ao|. It follows that
Bφ2m[l]
∼= |B
φ
2m[l]〉 × 〈B
φ
2m[l]| (35)
d 7→ ( |d〉 , 〈d| ) (36)
where the map is the cut map. (Note that elements of |Bφ2m[+l]〉 and 〈B
φ
2m[−l]| can
be concatenated with l > 0, but they will not produce a CC diagram.) We may
write the inverse map as a multiplication:
( |d〉 , 〈d| ) 7→ |d〉〈d|.
For |a〉 ∈ |Bφ2m[0]〉 write Belta for the subset of elements 〈b| ∈ 〈B
φ
2m[0]| such that
|a〉〈b| has a belt. The partition of 〈Bφ2m[0]| into two parts defined by Belta (as one
of the parts) is independent of a, and written simply as Belt. Note that
Lemma 8.2.3 If d, d′ ∈ Bφ2m[l] and #(dd
′) = |l| then
(i) there is a monomial in the parameters kdd′ such that
dd′ = kdd′|d〉〈d
′|. (37)
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(ii) This kdd′ depends on 〈d| and |d
′〉 but does not depend on 〈d′| and |d〉, except in
case l = 0 through the noncontractible loop caveat.
(iii) No top-bottom symmetric diagram |a〉〈ao| has a belt. If l = 0 and dd′ =
|a〉〈b||c〉〈ao| write 〈b||c〉a for kdd′. Let Ma be the matrix (〈b||c〉a)b,c. Let M
′
a be the
matrix obtained from Ma by dividing every row with b ∈ Belta by κLR; and let M
′′
a
be the matrix obtained from Ma by dividing every column with c ∈ Belta by κLR. If
a, a′ are in the same part of Belt, then Ma = Ma′ . If a, a
′ are in different parts of
Belt, then M ′a =M
′′
a′ .
(iv) Now let d′ ∈ Bφ2m[l] and d
′′ ∈ Bφ2m[l
′] be such that #(d′′d′) = |l| (d′′ could have
more than |l| propagating lines). Then
d′′d′ =
∑
d∈|Bφ
2m[l]〉
k′d|d〉〈d
′|,
where the k′d depend on d
′′ and 〈d′|, but not on |d′〉.
Proof: (i) The product dd′ is some scalar times a diagram. Under the given condi-
tions it is clear that this diagram must have the given ket-bra form.
(ii) This follows from the definition of the cut map.
(iii) The first part is obvious. If a, a′ are in the same part of Belt, then the calcu-
lations for each 〈b||c〉a and 〈b||c〉a′ are identical. Otherwise there are four types of
case in comparing 〈b||c〉a and 〈b||c〉a′:
1) if {b, c} ∩Belta = {b, c} then the matrix elements differ precisely by a factor κLR
on the a side, which is adjusted by the division on the a side;
2) if {b, c} ∩ Belta = {b} then both sides have at least one factor κLR, and are the
same, and both have this factor divided out;
3) if {b, c} ∩ Belta = {c} similarly;
4) if {b, c} ∩ Belta = ∅ then the matrix elements differ precisely by a factor κLR on
the a′ side, which is adjusted by the division on the a′ side.
(iv) As for (i). (NB, there can only be one term in the sum, because the diagram
basis is a monomial basis, i.e. the product of any two diagrams is a scalar multiple
of another.) ✷
Indeed, since
dd′ = |d〉〈d| |d′〉〈d′| = kdd′ |d〉〈d
′| (38)
we will sometimes write 〈d||d′〉 for kdd′ when no ambiguity arises.
Proposition 8.2.4 Let d, d′ ∈ Bφ2m[l].
(i) There exist diagrams a, b, and a nonzero monomial in the parameters k, such
that adb = kd′. That is, provided all the parameters are units then every diagram in
Bφ2m[l] generates B
φ
2m(l).
(ii) For a any diagram, if #(dad′) = l then dad′ = ka|d〉〈d
′| where ka is a nonzero
monomial in the parameters.
Proof: (i) Note that if do is the ‘opposite’ diagram of d (the same diagram drawn
upside-down) then #(dod) = #(ddo) = l. Consider a = |d′〉〈do| and b = |do〉〈d′|,
then
adb = |d′〉〈do||d〉〈d||do〉〈d′| = k|d′〉〈d′| = kd′
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For the second part of (i) it is now enough to show that we can get from some diagram
in Bφ2m[l] to (some appropriate scalar multiple of) some diagram in B
φ
2m[±(l − 1)].
This is routine for a suitable choice of diagram in each case. For example, for
2j ≤ m− 2 then w = eU2U4 . . . U2jf ∈ B
φ
2m[m− 2j − 2]; while for 2j < m− 2 then
Um−1wUm−1 = κRw
′ with w′ = eU2U4 . . . U2jUm−1 ∈ B
φ
2m[m− 2j − 3].
(ii) Similarly we have:
dad′ = |d〉〈d||a〉〈a||d′〉〈d′| = (〈d||a〉 〈a||d′〉) |d〉〈d′|
and 〈d||a〉 and 〈a||d′〉 are nonzero by construction. ✷
An immediate corollary to 8.2.4(i) is
Corollary 8.2.5 Subject to the same parameter restriction as in 8.2.4(i), no unit
multiple of any diagram is in the radical. ✷
For i = 0, 1, 2, ..., m− 1 define Si = I2m(−i) and Ti = I2m(i) + I2m(−i). Note by
Proposition 8.2.2 that the following is a chain of ideals in bφ2m
S0 ⊆ S1 ⊆ T1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ T2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Tm−1 ⊆ Sm = I2m(−m) = b
φ
2m. (39)
For each l ∈ Λφm and d ∈ B
φ
2m[l] define b
φ
2m modules by S
d
2m(0) := b
φ
2md if l = 0
and otherwise
Sd2m(l) :=
bφ2md + S
S
(40)
where S = T|l|−1.
Note that right multiplication by d′ gives a map γd′ : S
d
2m(l) 7→ S
d′
2m(l). Thus by
Proposition 8.2.4(i):
Lemma 8.2.6 If δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR are units then the precise choice of d is irrel-
evant, up to isomorphism, in Sd2m(l). In this case define S2m(l) = S
d
2m(l).
Note that d ∈ Bφ2m[l] can always be chosen to have no non-contractible lines. In
this case the module S2m(l) has basis b
φ
2md∩B
φ
2m[l], where the action is the algebra
multiplication, but taking account of the quotient. Further bφ2md∩B
φ
2m[l]
∼= |B
φ
2m[l]〉.
We may extend the notation 〈d||d′〉 to a map (〈Bφ2m[l]|, |B
φ
2m[l]〉)→ K by 〈d||d
′〉 =
0 if #(dd′) < l. Via the involution |〉
∼
→ 〈| the map 〈−||−〉 extends (bi)linearly to
an inner product on Sd2m(l).
Define
Γd
′′
2m(l) = det ((〈d||d
′〉)n×n) (41)
where do, d′ ∈ bφ2md
′′ ∩ Bφ2m[l], for a fixed d
′′ ∈ Bφ2m (the basis of S2m(l)) and n =
dimS2m(l). Note from Lemma 8.2.3 that Γ
d′′
2m(l) does not depend on d
′′ if l 6= 0; and
depends on d′′ only through at most an overall factor of a power of κLR if l = 0.
Choosing the lowest power in this overall factor, we will write simply Γ2m(l) in all
cases.
We will address the specific computation of the Gram determinant later, but
note that the matrix entries are monomial in the parameters. We have
Proposition 8.2.7 For each l ∈ Λφm there is a polynomial P in the parameters such
that the prestandard module of bφ2m associated to l has Gram determinant given by
evaluation of P at the appropriate specialisation. Every prestandard is generically
simple.
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Proof: By computing Γ2m(l) with the parameters treated as indeterminates we ob-
tain the polynomial P . By Proposition 2.1.1 the inner product we have defined is
unique up to scalars, and the Gram determinant is nonvanishing in any given param-
eter choice if and only if the module is simple there. ‘Generically’ has the meaning
of Zariski open here, so it is only necessary to show that no such polynomial P is
identically the zero polynomial. This can be done by considering asymptotic cases
of the parameters. (The power of δ, say, is maximal on the diagonal for all rows of
the matrix, and uniquely maximal there for some rows, so the determinant is not
zero.) ✷
Theorem 8.2.8 Let ∗ be the K-linear involutory antiautomorphism on bφ2m defined
by flipping each diagram upside-down, i.e. by reflection in a horizontal line. For
each l ∈ Λφm let M(l) be one of the diagram bases of S2m(l); and let C be the ket-
bra combination of basis elements. Then bφ2m is cellular over K with cell datum
(Λφm,M,C, ∗).
Proof: Note that ∗ is an algebra antiautomorphism by top-bottom symmetry of the
reduction rules. Proposition 8.2.2, Lemma 8.2.3 and (40) verify the axioms given in
[19]. ✷
Theorem 8.2.9 If δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR are units then b
φ
2m is quasihereditary, and
the chain (39) is a heredity chain.
Proof: It is enough to show that the chain is heredity (one might also see [32]). We
need to show for S = Si or S = Ti where A = b
φ
2m/Ti−1 if S = Si and A = b
φ
2m/Si if
S = Ti:
(1) that S2 = S
(2) that SJS = 0 for J = rad(A)
(3) that each section defined by the proposed hereditary chain of ideals is projective
in the quotient. I.e. that S/Ti−1 (resp. S/Si is projective in A).
Suppose S = Si for some i, so Si contains all diagrams with i propagating lines
and white inner region and all diagrams with fewer than i propagating lines.
Take d ∈ B2m[−i]. Then #(dd
◦) = i. Thus S2i contains a diagram with white
inner region and i propagating lines. Proposition 8.2.4(i) then says that Si ⊂ S
2
i
and so S2i = Si.
We now show that SJS = 0 where J = radbφ2m/Ti−1. Consider djd
′, with d,
d′ ∈ Bφ2m(−i) and j ∈ J . Now write j = (
∑
mαjα) + Ti−1 where mα are in the base
ring K and jα ∈ B
φ
2m. If #(djαd
′) ≤ i−1 then djαd
′ is zero in the quotient bφ2m/Ti−1.
If #(djαd
′) = i then Proposition 8.2.4(ii) says that djαd
′ = kαdd
′ for some kα in
the ring and so djd′ = (
∑
mαkα) dd
′ + Ti−1 (where the sum is over those jα such
that #djαd
′ = i).
If #(dd′) < i then djd′ = 0 in the quotient. If #(dd′) = i then (dd′)r =
krdd′ 6∈ Ti−1 for some k a non-zero monomial in the parameters and for all r and so
dd′ + Ti−1 6∈ J . Thus for djd
′ to be nilpotent in the quotient we need (
∑
mαkα) dd
′
to be zero and thus djd′ = 0. Thus SJS = 0.
Finally we need Si/Ti−1 to be projective as a b
φ
2m/Ti−1-module.
The section Si/Ti−1 splits up into a direct sum of modules b
φ
2md/Ti−1 for d ∈
Bφ2m[−i]. (Note that b
φ
2md/Ti−1 = b
φ
2md
′/Ti−1 if and only if 〈d| = 〈d
′|.) The action of
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the algebra on the right gives maps between these modules for different choices of
d. These maps are invertible by Proposition 8.2.4, so the summands are isomorphic.
Note that there exists at least one d in each Bφ2m[−i] that is idempotent up to a
unit, thus each summand is projective.
The argument for S = Ti is very similar. ✷
Corollary 8.2.10 If δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR are units then the modules S2m(l) are the
standard modules of bφ2m.
By Proposition 8.1.1 the globalisation functor G is
G : bφ2m−2(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR)→ b
φ
2m(δ, κL, δR, δL, κR, κLR)
We may ‘dually’ define another globalisation functor using the right hand blob (in
Proposition 8.1.1) rather than the left hand one. We get a functor
G′ : bφ2m−2(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR)→ b
φ
2m(δ, δL, κR, κL, δR, κLR).
It is clear that G ◦ G′ = G′ ◦ G. We thus get three functors from bφ2m−4 to b
φ
2m
(as meta-categories, i.e ignoring the swapping of parameters).
Proposition 8.2.11 If δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR are units then
G(S2m−2(l)) ∼= S2m(−l)
G′(S2m−2(l)) ∼= S2m(l)
Proof: Since bφ2m is quasi-hereditary under the assumption on the parameters, glob-
alising takes standard modules to standard ones [39, Proposition 4]), and we need
only determine which one. Globalising does not change the number of propagating
lines. The colour of the inner region changes for G but stays the same for G′, hence
the change in sign for G but not for G′. ✷
Note that for these algebras bφ2m we have shown that there is a set of prestandard
modules which are in fact standard.
8.3 Prestandard modules by Ge: Low rank examples
Let us begin the recursion, implicit in the proof of Theorem 8.1.3, to construct
prestandard modules using G:
We can apply G equally to simple modules directly, or to the regular representation
(and hence to diagrams), since the regular representation is a direct sum of projective
representations, each with an appropriate unique simple module in its head. Firstly,
bφ0 is spanned by the empty diagram, which is thus also a basis for the unique
simple left module, S0(0). Applying G to this will give S2(0). Now by virtue of
Proposition 2.3.1 the image of this under G is given by the image under ρ′, which is
∈ bφ2
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In this case the multiplication map is a bijection, and the above element generates the
left prestandard module S2(0) with basis consisting of this and one other diagram:
(42)
(note that this set is spanning by the κ′ relation). Observe that this basis has no
intrinsic dependence on the parameters.
Consider the module morphism between ideals given by m 7→ mf here. We are
considering the generic case (so that κ′ is invertible) so
(43)
span the isomorphic image module to that above (we will touch on the chiral case
RLR 6∝ R elsewhere). Note that the elements in (42),(43) span bφ2eb
φ
2 . By proposi-
tion 2.0.1 the simple module missing from this construction (S2(−1)) may be con-
structed as bφ2/b
φ
2eb
φ
2 . Thus S2(−1) has basis
(44)
where the action of the algebra is algebra multiplication modulo the elements in
(42),(43). Note that |Bφ02 | = 5 so this is a complete decomposition of the regular
module.
Applying G again we determine the structure of bφ4 . The image of b
φ
2 is as follows.
The image of the basis elements for S2(0) in (42) is the first two elements of:
(45)
(the other two are generated from these by the algebra action); thus these objects
are a basis for S4(0). Another basis for this module is obtained as the image of the
elements in (43) (and two further elements generated from these):
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It is left as an exercise to write down two more sets of four elements giving bases
for isomorphic modules. The object in (44) is not strictly an element of the algebra
(because of the quotient). Thus we cannot apply ρ′ to it directly. However we can
consider S2(−1) as b
φ
2/b
φ
2eb
φ
2 and apply ρ
′ to bφ2 . Applying ρ
′ to (44) and to the
quotienting module spanned by (42),(43) we have a basis for S4(−1):
The two missing simple modules are in bφ4/b
φ
4eb
φ
4 . Discarding all the diagrams in
bφ4eb
φ
4 (constructed above) these are given by
S4(−2) = k
and
S4(+1) = k
This completes the arrangement of the basis elements for the left regular represen-
tation. We have total rank 42 + 1 + 1 + 1.
The ρ′-image of the basis elements for S4(0) in (45) is the first four elements of:
(46)
(the other four are generated from these by the algebra action); thus these objects
are a basis for S6(0).
The general pattern can now be given.
8.4 Top-half combinatorics
Suppose that we view the right half of the fundamental region of a diagram, and
concentrate for the moment on the m vertices in the northern edge in this interval —
as it were, the upper right-hand quarter of the diagram. In basis elements with no
propagating lines, the line from each of these vertices descends (initially) and turns
either to Left or to Right. Considering each such line in turn, starting from the left,
say, we may construct (the upper half of) a diagram by choosing the direction of
these lines. Each direction may be chosen freely, in turn, irrespective of the direction
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of previously chosen lines: we can always choose Right since the direction of lines
to the right have yet to be chosen; we can always choose Left since either there is a
path to the left edge (the existing choices make Right-Left pairs, i.e. cups, possibly
nested, possibly together with some additional Left directed lines); or there is a
preceding Right not in a Right-Left pair, which can then form a Right-Left pair
with this new Left. Some examples of these quarter diagrams are as follows (the
shorthand on the left in each example is L for line-turn-left; R for line-turn-right):
LLRL = RRLL = (47)
In consequence the rank of the prestandard module S2m(0) is
||Bφ2m[0]〉| = 2
m
This is because the composites of these elements with any element of 〈Bφ2m[0]| pro-
duces a basis for S2m(0).
Altogether the tower of bases starts as shown in figure 3, where o denotes a
propagating line. The key for the shorthand used in this table is indicated in (47)
above, and by
LRLo =LLL = (48)
Let us write ur1(d) for the number of lines passing out of the fundamental region
of a (half-)diagram through the 1-wall on the right, not counting those lines which
also pass out on the left (‘equatorial’ lines, as it were). Thus for example the 4-th
diagram in (46) has ur1(d) = 2. (We will also later use ur0(d) for the number of
lines crossing the 0-wall of a (half-)diagram: the left hand edge, then, of a quarter
diagram.)
Note that the set of half-diagrams with given m and l = +x (x > 0) is that set
with x propagating lines and ur1(d) ≡ 1 mod 2, while the set of half-diagrams with
given m and l = −x (x > 0) is that set with x propagating lines and ur1(d) ≡ 0
mod 2.
8.5 Restriction of prestandards to blob algebra standards
The representation of b3 induced on the basis for S6(0) in (46) is as follows (we use
the isomorphism with b′6 — and by virtue of proposition 4.3.3 we use bm and b
′
2m
interchangeably in this section):
R0( ) =


δL
δL
δL
δL
1 0
1 0
κ 0
κ 0


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m= l = 3 2 1 0 −1 −2 −3 −4
0
{
∅
}
1
{
L
R
} {
o
}
2
{
oR
}


LL
LR
RL
RR


{
Lo
} {
oo
}
3
{
ooR
} {
LoR
}


LLL
LLR
LRL
LRR
RLL
RLR
RRL
RRR




LLo
RLo
oRL
oRR


{
Loo
} {
ooo
}
4
{
oooR
} {
LooR
}


oRRR
oRLR
oRRL
RLoR
LLoR




LLLL
LLLR
LLRL
LLRR
LRLL
. . .
RRRR




LLLo
LRLo
RLLo
LoRL
LoRR




LLoo
RLoo
oRLo
ooRL
ooRR


{
Looo
} {
oooo
}
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R0( ) =


0 κL
0 κL
0 1
0 1
δ
δ
κR 0
1 0


R0( ) =


0 δL
0 κ
δ
δR 0
1 0
0 1
0 δR
δ


(all unmarked entries zero). Note that basis elements in positions 1,3,5 span a
b3-submodule isomorphic to ∆
b
3(1) (where ∆
b
m(l) = ∆m(l) of [42]). The quotient
by this has b3-submodule spanned by elements 2,6,8, isomorphic to ∆
b
3(−1). The
quotient by this has b3-submodule spanned by element 4, isomorphic to ∆
b
3(−3).
The remaining quotient is isomorphic to ∆b3(3).
We can see this decomposition directly by looking at (46). Note for general
S2m(l) that the number ur1(d) cannot be increased by acting on a half-diagram by
an element of bm (i.e. of b
′
2m). Thus
Proposition 8.5.1 The restriction Res
bφ
2m
b′
2m
S2m(l) has submodule structure filtered
by ur1. In particular Res
bφ
2m
b′
2m
S2m(0) has m + 1 sections, since all the ur1 values are
realised from 0 to m. Meanwhile Res
bφ
2m
b′
2m
S2m(l) with l = ±x (x > 0) has ur1 values
from, and hence sections indexed by:
{m− x− 1, m− x− 3, . . . , 0} if m− x odd and l < 0;
{m− x,m− x− 2, . . . , 1} if m− x odd and l > 0;
{m− x− 1, m− x− 3, . . . , 1} if m− x even and l > 0;
{m− x,m− x− 2, . . . , 0} if m− x even and l < 0.
Proof: Only the l 6= 0 cases require further explanation. Here, since there are
propagating lines, there can be no equatorial line (passing from one reflection wall
to the other), so the lines contributing to ur1 all start from the northern edge of the
diagram. Consider the lines passing out of the m vertices on the northern edge of
the diagram. The number of propagating lines is fixed at x, and the total number
ur1 + ur0 of lines passing to the reflection walls is of definite parity, since all other
lines return to the north edge and hence contribute to m in pairs. But the parity of
ur0 is fixed by the sign of l, so the parity of ur1 is also fixed. It is routine to check
the extremal numbers. ✷
Consider the r-th ur1-section of Res
bφ
2m
b′
2m
S2m(l) (l = ±x (x > 0)). As already noted,
ur0 is of definite parity in this section. If ur0 is even, there is an injective map from
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the basis elements in this section into the basis elements of a b′2m standard module
∆b((x + r)), obtained by deforming the ends of the r lines that pass out through
the 1-wall until they pass out through the bottom of the diagram (i.e. become
propagating lines). It is easy to see that this extends to a module morphism. Since
the section is a blob module the map must be onto and hence a bijection. There is
a similar morphism for ur0 odd.
Proposition 8.5.2 In the ur1-sections of Res
bφ
2m
b′
2m
S2m(l) (l = ±x (x > 0)) an ur1-
line acts like a propagating line. If m−x odd and l < 0, or m−x even and l > 0, then
the inner region is black so the first ur0 line also acts as a propagating (and blobbed)
line. Taking into account the x lines that are already propagating, the section with
ur1 = r is thus isomorphic to a b
′
2m standard module of form ∆
b(−(x+ r+1)) if one
of the ‘black’ conditions above is satisfied; and of form ∆b(x + r) otherwise. (NB,
the sign on the weight here does not affect the dimension of the module.) A similar
statement holds for l = 0, so that Res
bφ
2m
b′
2m
S2m(0) is a sum of one copy of each blob
standard. ✷
Recall that the dimension of S2m(0) is 2
m.
Corollary 8.5.3 Consider the prestandard S2m(l), where l = ±x and x > 0. Define
the integer ǫ by
ǫ = 1 if m− x odd,
ǫ = 2 if m− x even and l > 0,
ǫ = 0 if m− x even and l < 0,
and let k = (m− (x+ ǫ))/2. Then the dimension of Sl(2m) is given by
∑k
i=0
(
m
i
)
.
Proof: From [41], the dimension of the b′2m-standard module ∆
b(±c) is given by(
m
(m−c)/2
)
. The result now follows from Proposition 8.5.2, summing over the r-values
specified in Proposition 8.5.1. ✷
Thus we have determined the complete generic representation theory.
Note that the globalisation and localisation functors act in a natural way on blob
categories as well as symplectic blob categories. We did not need this fact here, but
it is useful in computing non-generic representation theory.
9 Discussion
Having determined the generic representation theory, and set up the homological
machinery for analysing the exceptional (non-semisimple) cases, in our next paper
we will turn to computing the representation theory of the exceptional cases. We
conclude here with a brief introduction to this problem.
With the Temperley–Lieb and blob algebras, the symplectic blob algebra (or iso-
morphically, bφ2m) belongs to an intriguing class of Hecke algebra quotients. The first
two have representation theories beautifully and efficiently described in alcove geo-
metrical language, where the precise geometry is determined, in the non-semisimple
cases, by the parameters of the algebra. In these first two algebras the parameter-
isation appropriate to reveal this structure is not that in which the algebras were
first described. Rather, it was discovered during efforts to put the low rank data on
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non-semisimple manifolds in parameter space in a coherent format [41]. The deter-
mination of the representation theory of bφ2m in the non-semisimple cases is the next
important problem in the programme initiated in this paper. We therefore conclude
the paper with one result on the characterisation of non-semisimple manifolds. The
crucial point is that because of the globalisation map, this is derived from a low
rank result, which then globalises to all levels in the tower.
Throughout this section we will assume that all the parameters are units, so bφ2m
is quasihereditary.
Set L2m(l) to be the irreducible head of the standard module S2m(l) . At any
point in parameter space for which the Gram determinant Γ2m(l) evaluates to zero,
there is a proper submodule of S2m(l) and so S2m(l) is not simple. In this case using
the fact that bφ2m is quasihereditary we can find a non-zero map S2m(j)→ S2m(l) for
some j 6= l. Once we have found a non-zero map we can then globalise it to larger
m, using functor G and Proposition 8.2.11.
Define polynomials in the six parameters {δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR}:
K0 = κLR
K1 = δLδR − κLR
K2 = κLR − δLκR − κLδR + δδLδR
K3 = δ
2δLδR − δδLκR − δδRκL − δlδR + κLκR
K1,3 = δ
2δLδR − δδLκR − δδRκL + κLκR − κLR
and commuting operators Φ and Ψ on the space of six-parameter polynomials which
swap the second and fourth, respectively third and fifth, parameters. The non-trivial
Gram determinants for bφ6 are:
Γ6(−1) = κLκRK3
Γ6(0) = κ
4
LRK
4
1ΨΦ(K1)Ψ(K2)Φ(K2)K1,3
Wemay deduce maps: S6(−1) →֒ S6(0) forK1 = 0, S6(1) →֒ S6(0) for ΨΦ(K1) =
0, S6(2) →֒ S6(0) for Φ(K2) = 0 and S6(−2) →֒ S6(0) for Ψ(K2) = 0. We may
deduce that the only possible non-zero map to S6(−1) is S6(−3) →֒ S6(−1) and this
therefore must occur when K3 = 0.
We also get a non-zero map S6(−3) →֒ S6(0) when K1,3 = 0. Thus when both
K1 = 0 and K3 = 0 we get two copies of S6(−3) in the socle of S6(0).
Proposition 9.0.4 bφ2m(δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) is not semisimple when
(1) K3 = 0 and m is odd and m ≥ 3
Φ(K3) = 0 and m is even and m ≥ 4
Ψ(K3) = 0 and m is even and m ≥ 4
ΦΨ(K3) = 0 and m is odd and m ≥ 5.
(2) K1,3 = 0 and m is odd and m ≥ 3
Φ(K1,3) = 0 and m is even and m ≥ 4
Ψ(K1,3) = 0 and m is even and m ≥ 4
ΨΦ(K1,3) = 0 and m is odd and m ≥ 5.
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Cases (1) are proved by globalising the map S6(−3)→ S6(−1) for b
φ
6 (δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR)
with K3 = 0; cases (2) are proved by globalising the map S6(−3) → S6(0) for
bφ6 (δ, δL, δR, κL, κR, κLR) with K1,3 = 0.
Appendix
A Proof of Proposition 3.3.7
To prove: that the set Dz,ln,m, can be generated by the set
B := {I} ∪ {Li}
l+1
i=1 ∪ {Ui}
n−1
i=1 .
Clearly the set of diagrams generated by B is contained in Dz,ln,m, since concate-
nation can never increase the level of coveredness of a particular string. So we need
only prove that Dz,ln,m is contained in the set of diagrams generated by B. We sketch
a proof of this by induction on l.
If l = −1 and there are no decorated lines, then this is just the result for the
diagram version of the Temperley–Lieb algebra [35].
Now suppose l = 0 and we have a diagram with a decorated 0-covered line with
j beads. Since the decorated line is 0-covered there are two possibilities. Either
the line is the string starting at the first position or ending at the first position -
in which case we can decompose in the diagram into a product of j L0’s together
with a smaller diagram with one less 0-decorated line, or vice versa, or the line is
a starting at a greater position than the first. In this case we get a diagram that
looks like figure 4 where we have only decorated the 0-covered line with one bead
rather than j beads for simplicity. We have drawn a propagating 0-covered line; the
dashed line represents a non-propagating 0-covered line. Now note that the grey
decorated 0−covered line
...
...
...
Figure 4:
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regions to the left of the decorated line cannot contain any propagating lines - since
the decorated line is 0-covered. But both these regions must contain at least one
string that is 0-covered and so we can deform the diagram to look like that on the
right hand side of figure 4.
We can arrange it so the two grey regions on the right hand side are only joined
by propagating lines and the number of these lines x, say will be the same (re-
spectively different) parity as n if the decorated 0-covered line is non-propagating
(respectively propagating). Thus the difference n − x is even if the 0-covered line
is non-propagating and odd if the 0-covered line is propagating. We now “wiggle”
the 0-covered line enough times so that we get the right number of lines so that the
middle section of the diagram enclosed in dotted lines is now the diagram product
U1L1U2U1 (which has n− 3 propagating lines).
So we can decompose the diagram into a product of three smaller diagrams, the
outside diagrams having a smaller number of 0-covered lines.
The case with l ≥ 1 is similar and is illustrated in figure 5 below. We have drawn
a propagating l-covered line; the dashed line represents a non-propagating l-covered
line. We can assume that the l− 1-covered line (which may be decorated or not) is
propagating, for otherwise the l-covered line would not be l-covered.
...
...
......
...
...
(l−1)−covered line l−1 lines
decorated l−covered line
Figure 5:
Note that now when we “pull apart” the grey regions we can always stretch then
so that we can get only propagating lines joining the two smaller grey regions. Also
note that the number of propagating lines in the grey region on the left hand side
is at exactly l − 1, for otherwise the l − 1-covered line would not be l − 1-covered.
We again get the right parity, so that we can “wiggle” the l-covered line so that the
middle section of the diagram enclosed in dotted lines is now the diagram product
Ul+1Ll+1Ul+2Ul+1, and so we can decompose the diagram into a product of three
smaller diagrams, the outside diagrams having a smaller number of l-covered lines.
B On constrained isotopy
It may be helpful to elaborate on the meaning of isotopy in Definition 3.5.1. For
planar diagrams, once the vertices are labelled on the frame there is no isotopy that
can obfuscate this order. The precise location of individual vertices on the frame
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is not of any concern in converting between (non-unique) concrete diagrams and
their (unique) underlying diagrams. For periodic diagrams, if any movement on the
frame is allowed then it might seem that isotopy can untwist the full twist (on the
identity element for example). However, the intermediate objects in the associated
continuum would be formally ill-defined as concrete diagrams (in that it would not
be possible to regard them as concrete realisations of the original diagram, or indeed
of any particular diagram). It follows that the ‘natural’ embedding of the identity
element is not isotopic to a twisted one in our definition of isotopy. A more general
algebra arises, therefore, if we consider the fundamental objects to be (frame-fixing)
isotopy classes of concrete periodic diagrams, than if we regard the corresponding
diagrams as fundamental.
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